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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Southern Communication Services, Inc., d/b/a Southern LINC (“Southern”)

requests that the FCC deny the assignment of licenses requested by Motorola and its
* -

subsidiaries to FCI 900, Inc., a Nextel subsidiary. Southern urges the FCC to conclude

that the transaction will not satisfy the public interest standard required under Section

3 1 O(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, because Nextel’s massive

concentration of spectrum and market dominance will stifle competition in the trunked

dispatch market, the relevant market for the public interest examination in this case.

Southern shows that prior decisions by the FCC and Department of Justice are not

-
controlling because they were based on different facts and provided an overly optimistic

view of the growth of competition in the SMR market. Southern urges the Commission

to use this proceeding to help balance the inequities caused by its asymmetrical regulatory

treatment of the Specialized Mobile Radio (“SMR”) industry. If the assignment is

granted, Southern urges the FCC to condition the grant on the requirement that Nextel

provide roaming services to Southern and other interested technically-compatible, digital

SMRs.
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Before the

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20554

In the Matter of - - 1

Motorola, Inc.; Motorola SMR, Inc.; and
Motorola Communications and Electronics,
Inc.

Applications for Consent to Assign
900 MHz SMR Licenses to FCI 900, Inc.

1 DA 00-2352
)
1 Application Nos. 000-224876
1 000-224877
1 000-224878
1

REPLY OF SOUTHERN LINC

INTRODUCTION

Southern Communications Services, Inc. d/b/a Southern LINC (“Southern”) hereby

respectfully submits its Reply to the Opposition of Nextel Communications, Inc. (“Nextel

Opposition”) and the Reply Comments of Motorola, Inc. (“Motorola Reply”), filed in the

above-captioned proceeding on November 30, 2000. This Reply incorporates by reference

Southern’s previous Comments (“Southern Comments”) filed in response to the Federal

Communication Commission (“FCC”) Public Notice of the above-described applications

of Motorola, Inc., Motorola SMR, Inc., and Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc.

(collectively “Motorola”) to assign fifty-nine 900 MHz SMR licenses and authorizations

held by Motorola to FCI 900, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Nextel Communications,

Inc. (collectively “Nextel”).’

’ Motorola, Inc. and Nextel Communications, Inc. Seek Consent to Assign 900 MHz
SMR Licenses, Public Notice, DA 00-2352 (Oct. 19, 2000) (“Public Notice”).
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The Southern Comments filed previously in this Docket assert that the Motorola

applications should be denied for failure to satisfy the requirements of Section 3 10(d) of

the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (“Act”). This provision requires that the

assignment be in the “public interest, convenience, and necessity.“2 Southern contends

that the transaction will not yield affirmative public interest benefits because Nextel’s

massive concentration of spectrum and market dominance will stifle competition in the

trunked  dispatch market, the relevant market for the public interest examination in this

case. Southern shows that prior decisions by the FCC and the Department of Justice

(“DOJ”) are not controlling because they were based on different facts and provided an

-
overly-optimistic view of the growth of competition in the Specialized Mobile Radio

(“SMR”) market. Southern urges the Commission to use this proceeding to help balance

the inequities caused by its asymmetrical regulatory treatment of the SMR industry. If the

assignment is granted, Southern urges the FCC to condition the grant on the requirement

that Nextel provide roaming services to Southern and other interested technically-

compatible, digital SMRS.~

2 See In re Applications of Various Subsidiaries and Affiliates of Geotek
Communications, Inc., DA 00-89, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 15 FCC. Red.  790,
794-795 (“Geotek”) for discussion of requirements of Section 3 10(d)  as applied in the
context of the license assignment context.

3 In support of the request that the FCC condition any assignment on the grant of
roaming rights, Southern incorporates by reference its comments filed January 5, 2001,
In the Matter of Automatic and Manual Roaming Obligations Pertaining to Commercial
Radio Services, WT Docket No. 00-193, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC No. OO-
361 (Nov. 1,200O)  filed January 5, 2001. A copy is attached as Exhibit “A”.
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The Motorola Reply and Nextel Opposition filed on November 30, 2000, have

failed to show either that the assignment is in the public interest or that the assertions

made by Southern are invalid.

DISCUSSION

I. The relevant market for purposes of examining Section 310(d) is the
trunked dispatch market.4

Motorola and Nextel argue that trunked  dispatch customers have numerous

competitive options and that the Commercial Mobile Radio Service (“CMRS”) market,

rather than the trunked  dispatch market, is the relevant one. Nextel notes that the DOJ

and FCC have considered this question.

Southern disagrees with these assertions. The trunked  dispatch market has not

been assimilated into the greater interconnected mobile voice market. The trunked

dispatch market continues to serve a distinct group of government and business customers

who purchase communications products to serve their particularized dispatch needs. The

iDEN system employed by Nextel and Southern is not interoperable with other CMRS

services and the functions they perform are not comparable.

4 The FCC considered both the interconnected mobile phone and dispatch (mobile voice
and trunked  dispatch) markets when it considered whether SMR licenses should be
transferred by bankrupt Geotek Communications, Inc. to the solvent Nextel affiliate FCI
900, Inc. See Geotek, 15 FCC Red.  790, 802. Southern has concluded that the above-
captioned applications should be denied under an examination of either market but urges
the FCC to recognize the unique qualities of the trunked  dispatch marketplace and
consider the trunked  dispatch market as the relevant one for all matters affecting SMRs.

0664728.03 4



Although Nextel may argue that it competes in the greater interconnected voice

market - cellular, broadband PCS, and SMR - the degree to which it attracts the same type

of customer as individual consumer-oriented providers such as Verizon Wireless and
-

VoiceStream  Wireless is irrelevant. What is important is the f&t that SMR is the only

service capable of addressing the needs of customers that demand both dispatch and

interconnected voice in the same handset. Because that sizable universe of customers can

only look to SMR providers for their needs, SMR providers must be viewed as a separate

industry for all purposes.

The Commission’s Fifth  Report on CMRS competition mentions that several

cellular and broadband PCS carriers “attempt to provide” dispatch service by providing

group calling features.’ However, those are marketing-driven pricing plans, not dispatch

service; the FCC actually refers to some plans as “family-oriented price plans.“” The Fifth

Report mentions only one non-dispatch carrier, SBC, that offers a service that approximates

dispatch.7  Even that, though, provides only a streamlined conference call service in which

simultaneous calls are limited to 30 persons in a pre-programmed group which is less than

is possible with real dispatch.

’ In the Matter of Implementation of Section 6002(b) of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993; Annual Report and Analysis of Competitive Market
Conditions With Respect to Commercial Mobile Services, Fifth Report, FCC 00-289, p.
71 (Aug. 3, 2000) (“Fifth Report on Competition”).
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Even if the interconnected mobile voice market is also considered, the detrimental

effect on the trunked  dispatch market would far outweigh any slight benefits to the

interconnected mobile voice market.

II. Nextel dominates the trunked dispatch market and granting the Motorola
assignments would further allow Nextel to dominate and control the
market and would make it even more difficult for competition to
develop.*

Nextel clearly dominates a highly concentrated market and Southern’s Comments

outlined Nextel’s increasing dominance of licenses for services. The FCC itself has

acknowledged that “[dligital  SMR remains dominated by one provider, Nextel, which in

1999 had over 4.5 million subscribers . . . . ‘I9 At this time Nextel’s network has coverage in

more than 400 cities, including 178 of the top 200 markets in the United States and has

over 6’. 1 million subscribers. As of June 1999, Nextel had launched its iDEN-based

services in at least 187 BTAs,  which contained 76% of the U.S. population. Nextel has

the only nationwide network, and it continues to amass spectrum.‘” Moreover, its majority-

* Southern takes exception to Nextel’s statement that no new entrant or existing provider
will be harmed by Nextel’s acquisitions in this proceeding. See  Nextel Opposition at 10.
Southern believes that it will be disadvantaged. Southern also finds it hard to believe that
Neoworld License Holdings, LLC or other similarly situated companies will not find it
more difficult to pursue plans for a 900 MHz iDEN dispatch and voice system if Nextel has
already concentrated a vast amount of 900 MHz licenses. Such a statement can only be
considered a nonsensical attempt to ignore business realities.

9 In the Matter of Automatic and Manual Roaming Obligations Pertaining to Commercial
Mobile Radio Services, WT Docket No. 00-193, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC
No. 00-361 (Nov. 1,200O)  (“NPRM”) at 1 11.

lo As stated on Nextel’s web site, < http://www.nextel.com/information/fact-
background.shtml >.
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owned affiliate, Nextel Partners, is establishing facilities and gaining subscribers in the

smaller and mid-size areas of the country that Nextel does not reach.’ ’

At the same time, the list of other significant players, never long to start with, is
* -

shrinking. In its Fifth Report on competition, the FCC lists just five major SMR carriers:

Southern and Nextel-controlled Nextel Partners each have 200,000 subscribers; Mobex has

65,000; Chadmoore Wireless Group has 37,475; and Securicor Wireless has 11,400. One

of these, Chadmoore Wireless Group is now being purchased by Nextel. According to

industry reports, Chadmoore holds nearly 5,000 800 MHz SMR licenses covering 55

million POPS in 180 markets throughout the United States.”

Nextel has also been aggressively acquiring licenses through auctions. In the recent

auction for 800 MHz General Category SMR licenses (Auction No. 34), Nextel was

awarded 800 of the 1,053 licenses offered.13 Additionally, in the recent auction for 800

MHz Lower 80 SMR licenses (Auction No. 36), Nextel was the successful bidder on 2,579

of the 2,800 licenses offered.14 Nextel’s success in these auctions is directly related to its

dominance in the major markets. Prior to the first SMR auction, it amassed a vast number

” Nextel and Nextel Partners, given its presumably Nextel-controlled Board, should be
considered one for purposes of this proceeding.

l2 Nextel Acquires Chadmoore, Mobile Radio Technology, Oct. 2000; Nextel’s Warm
Handshake; Suitor Makes Offer Chadmoore Cannot Refuse. Wireless Week, Aug. 28,
2001 at 1.

I3 Wireless Telecommunications Bureau Grants 800 MHz Specialized Mobile Radio
(SMR) Service General Category (851-854 MHz) and Upper Band (861-865 MHz)
Auction Licenses, Public Notice, DA 00-2874 (Dec. 20, 2000).

I4 800 MHz SMR Service Lower 80 Channels Auction Closes, Public Notice, DA OO-
2752 (Dec. 7,200O).
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of 800 MHz licenses throughout the country and is able to dominate the 800 MHz “overlay”

auctions because it controls so many of the underlying licenses. Bidders without an existing

foothold in the 800 MHz band simply cannot bid on an equal basis with Nextel. Given
c

Nextel’s already dominant 800 and 900 MHz spectrum holdings, it is clear that market entry

by future competitors will be made more difficult by problems in acquiring an adequate

number of licenses.

The FCC and DOJ decisions have consistently spoken optimistically” about the

emergence of competition and convergence with other wireless carriers, but this

competition has not emerged and, in fact, the field of SMR competition has contracted

because of Nextel’s continued acquisition of licenses. Any decisions premised on this

emerging competition should be considered suspect because the SMR marketplace has

not responded as anticipated. The FCC has been anticipating competitive entry in the

SMR trunked dispatched market for more than four years. These assessments were not

made in accordance with the Department of Justice merger guidelines. It is not clear how

the analysis was done, but it is clear that the competition has not materialized as

anticipated. To continue to make these unsupported assertions without consideration of

the Department of Justice merger guidelines is arbitrary and capricious.

There are only two sets of frequencies available for trunked dispatch SMR

operations: 800 and 900 MHz spectrum. The availability of 800 and 900 MHz spectrum

is crucial to the competitive viability of SMR providers currently in the market, and to

companies interested in entering the SMR market because technological constraints

I5 Geotek at 801.
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prevent SMR providers committed to a particular technology from moving freely to other

spectrum bands that may be available for other CMRS services. A total of approximately

19 MHz is available for use by SMRs, 14 in the 800 MHz band and 5 in the 900 MHz
_ -

band. While existing equipment places limitations on the interchangeability of 800 and

900 MHz SMR spectrum,‘” Motorola is conducting research with regard to the

development of an iDEN  handset that will incorporate both bands. The availability of

900 MHz frequencies in sufficiently large blocks will be essential to a competitor’s

ability to expand its service because there is virtually no more 800 MHz spectrum

available.

With its national spectrum holdings in the 800 MHz and 900 MHz bands, Nextel

has near complete control over the 800 and 900 MHz spectrum that is required by

existing or potential new entrants to provide their services and develop new product lines.

This spectrum dominance results in Nextel’s control of the national network necessary to

maintain a competitive SMR market and gives it the ability to raise prices and exclude

competitors and potential new entrants from the market. The record is abundantly clear

that Nextel has strategic dominance in the SMR market by virtue of its acquisition of 800

and 900 MHz SMR spectrum.

Further, the 220 MHz band is not a reasonable alternative to 800 and 900 MHz

SMR spectrum. While the Commission has made 220 MHz spectrum available for

development in the SMR market as a possible alternative to 800 and 900 MHz SMR

spectrum, it has not proved to be a viable substitute. No major SMR manufacturer

” See Specialized Mobile Radio Service, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau at
http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/smrs.
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provides equipment compatible with 220 MHz spectrum. The equipment manufacturers

which dominate the 800 and 900 MHz SMR spectrum markets (Motorola, Kenwood,

Ericsson, Uniden) are notably absent from the 220 MHz equipment market. (SEA and
* -

Intek Global are the only manufacturers offering equipment that supports 220 MHz

spectrum.)

The failure of the Commission to sell a substantial number of licenses in the first

220 MHz auction, and the low prices the Commission had to settle for when it held a

follow-up auction, also demonstrate that SMR providers do not consider 220 MHz

spectrum a competitively viable altemative.17 It is clear that 220 MHz spectrum subjects
-

adjoining systems to interference and cross-talk and that an SMR provider would need

sizable investment to develop the infrastructure necessary to eliminate those sorts of

problems and reach economies of scale to use it to compete. Even Nextel acknowledged

in United States v. Motorola Inc., and Nextel Communications, Inc., CIV. A. 94-233 1,

Ex.8 at 121 (D.D.C. 1995) that the number of 220 MHz systems constructed “cannot

compare with the incumbent systems at 800 and 900 MHz” and estimated that 220 MHz

licensees “may” capture 4 percent of the SMR market by 2004, “assuming a reasonable

licensing and construction schedule.” The consensus appears to be that 220 MHz

spectrum is simply not a viable alternative to 800 and 900 MHz SMR spectrum.

Nextel’s assertion that the 1.9 GHz spectrum can be used as a substitute for 800

and 900 MHz is similarly not valid. This is evidenced by their decision to withdraw

from the C & F Block PCS auction without acquiring new licensing authority.

I7 See FCC Closes 220 MHz Auctions; Raises $21.6 Million, Network Briefing, Oct. 27,
1998; FCC’s Reauction  of 220 MHz Licenses Draws to a Close, Wireless Today, June 3.
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Southern also takes exception to Nextel’s assertion that it appears to have “chosen

to deploy a business strategy that relies on its utility status to acquire private spectrum,

convert it to commercial use and then depend on regulatory intervention to achieve its
* -

business goals.” Nextel Opposition at 11. Southern recently spent more than $50 million in

the 800 MHz General Category SMR auction alone (Auction No. 34) and has made

numerous efforts to acquire more.

Nextel’s assertions that Southern has “passed on numerous opportunities to acquire

additional spectrum” is similarly without validity. Nextel Opposition at 10. Southern has

actively sought to acquire additional licenses, although its efforts have been overshadowed

by Nextel. In fact, Southern attempted to buy spectrum from Chadmoore Wireless Group

and from the Geotek Communications bankruptcy trustee, but both these opportunities have

gone tp Nextel. Southern was the second highest bidder for spectrum in the recent 800

MHz General Category and Lower 80 SMR auctions (Auction Nos. 34 and 36) in which

Southern aggressively competed with Nextel. Southern also expressed an interest in

acquisition of the subject 900 MHz licenses before they were sold by Motorola without

notice to Nextel. Southern’s failed attempt to acquire spectrum, illustrates the difficulty of

dealing with a market-niche monopoly such as Nextel. New entrants will have an even

more difficult time competing with Nextel.

Southern rejects Nextel’s assertion that its system is somehow technically superior

because it uses 3 to 1 calling capability rather than Southern’s 6 to 1 calling capability.

Nextel Opposition at 13. Southern notes proudly that its service is widely used by public

safety agencies, emergency services, school districts, rural local governments and public

utilities because of its expansive and reliable coverage. Rather than being technologically

0664728.03 11
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inferior, Southern’s system is in fact more efficient in its use of spectrum. Of course,

Nextel has less need to conserve spectrum in light of its overwhelmingly dominant

spectrum position in comparison with other SMR providers.
* -

Similarly, Nextel’s ability to achieve the mobile telephone industry’s highest

average revenue per unit per month (“ARPU”) is based on its dominant market position,

i.e., its overwhelming spectrum advantage, its presence throughout the country and its anti-

competitive decisions to withhold roaming opportunities and to buy out competitors.

Instead of pointing to its high ARPU as a sign of its superiority, Nextel should recognize

that these prices are inflated by the anti-competitive business strategy it pursues to acquire

all available SMR spectrum, buy out all competitors which manage to acquire enough

spectrum to implement a business plan, and slow roast any remaining competitors by

denying essential services such as roaming.’ 8

Motorola, even though it is a part-owner of Nextel, currently offers traditional, non-

interconnected analog dispatch service in competition with Nextel. Thus, Motorola, a

Nextel competitor, will be lost to the competitive marketplace upon assignment of the

licenses above. The FCC has stated that “in the relatively near future, we believe that

additional market entry is likely to ensure that competitive conditions facing consumers in

these markets will improve.“‘” That is clearly not happening, and it becomes less likely

every time Nextel consolidates more SMR spectrum.

I8 For full discussion of Nextel’s denial of FCC-ordered manual roaming services, see
Southern’s Roaming Comments, WT Docket No. 00-193, attached hereto.

I9 Geotek 15 FCC. Red.  at 806.
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III. Nextel’s assertion that Southern’s arguments are not supported by new
facts or circumstances to require a different decision than was previously
made by the FCC and the United States Department of Justice is
erroneous.

Nextel asserts that Southern’s arguments were rejected by the Department of

Justice and the FCC, but it fails to recognize that these decisions were rendered on
-

different facts and with an inaccurate and overly optimistic view of potential competition

developing in the SMR marketplace. Promised competition to Nextel’s SMR offering

has not materialized. The market is increasingly concentrated by Nextel’s acquisition of

licenses by auction and individual purchase as attempted here. Nextel has not provided

roaming capability to Southern, its largest competitor, and this has clearly stunted its

growth. These matters, taken together, show that trunked  dispatch is the relevant market

and that this license assignment should not be approved.

Further, the cases cited by Nextel as a rejection of Southern’s position involve

different facts from the instant proceeding. Frequent reliance on the Commission’s

decision in Geotek is especially misplaced. In approving the transaction in Geotek, the

FCC approved the assignment of 900 MHz licenses after concluding that “the effect of

this transaction is that currently unused spectrum will be put to its highest valued use.“20

2o Geotek 7 23.
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In Geotek, the licensee was not providing service and approval of an assignment to Nextel

from the bankruptcy trustee brought the licenses back into use. That is not the case here

where the assignment by Motorola to Nextel has, in the words of the Geotek decision, the
L *

“negative implications of a horizontal merger.“*’ Motorola is now offering service under

these licenses and will cease to provide service that competes with Nextel once the

assignment is approved. This will reduce existing competition in the already highly

concentrated trunked dispatch market.22

Further, Motorola is requesting assignment of licenses in major metropolitan

markets while the Geotek decision involved only those licenses in smaller markets not

included in the Nextel consent decree. In fact, the Geotek decision expressly stated “we

emphasize that our analysis here is limited to the non-consent decree markets. These

markets are generally smaller than the consent decree markets, which constitute

essentially the fifteen largest U.S. metropolitan areas. Thus, the demand for trunked

dispatch service should be correspondingly smaller in these markets, and the capacity

available from 200 MHz licenses is largely relative to that demand.“23  The FCC should

not be deluded into thinking that 900 MHz band will be used to provide non-dispatch

services. In Geotek, for example, Nextel stated that it intends to use the licenses it

acquires in the provision of bundled services, including mobile voice telephony, work

group calling, messaging and data. Geotek at 802. Similarly, on page 4 of Nextel’s

*’ Geotek 7 23.

** Geotek 133.

23 Geotek, 15 FCC. Red. 808.
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Opposition to Southern Comments, Nextel notes that “Nextel competes in the CMRS

marketplace, and it is the marketplace in which the subject 900 MHz SMR licenses will

be deployed.“ This did not occur with the licenses acquired from Geotek and there does
c -

not appear to be plans for Nextel to do that with Motorola’s 900 MHz licenses either. It

would appear that Nextel mislead the Commission in both Geotek and in this proceeding

since Nextel has taken no steps to integrate 900 MHz frequencies into an efficient digital

network. In fact, Neoworld has had to agree to pay Motorola for research and

development costs estimated at $5 million in an effort to obtain a 900 MHz digital

handset. Therefore, the FCC should not presume that Nextel in its public interest analysis

-
plans to make more efficient use of this spectrum than currently made by Motorola.

Finally, the Geotek decision is based on a presumption that competition will

increase as the Bureau noted in Geotek:

Moreover, in the relatively near future, we believe that
additional market entry is likely to ensure that competitive
conditions facing consumers in these markets will improve.
We are confident that entry can be relied upon to prevent
competitive harm in this case because barriers to entry are
low and numerous firms with qualifications and abilities to
enter exist. In particular, we find that cellular and
broadband PCS firms will have the ability to enter easily
because they hold spectrum licenses, have relevant physical
assets in place, have expertise in wireless technologies and
markets, are ongoing businesses with recognizable brand
names, and have ample capital resources. In addition,
certain 220 MHz licenses have some of these attributes, and
we find they are likely entrants as well. Geotek, 15 FCC.
Red. at 806.

This competition has not become a reality.

As Southern noted in its comments filed previously in this proceeding, the FCC

issued an order in 1997 which concluded that “entry into the dispatch market is not

0664728.03 1.5



inherently costly, technically challenging, or unduly time-consuming.“24  Nextel cited this

language as support for its position that its increased holdings of spectrum will not have

an adverse impact on the trunked dispatch services marketplace. Southern contends that
c _ -

the language in this Bureau order is merely one more example of the failed expectation

that competition will develop in the dispatch market. Southern disagrees about the

difficulty of providing a dispatch function, and notes that anticipated competition has

clearly not developed. As Southern noted in its comments filed previously in this

proceeding, PCS and cellular carrier technology prevent them from readily using SMR

dispatch spectrum since their systems are designed to provide interconnected mobile

-
voice service and would need to be retrofitted to provide the very different one-to-many

dispatch service. Further, there is no indication that trunked  dispatch is part of future

YCS and cellular carrier business plans as they have chosen to ignore SMR dispatch

spectrum for years.25

IV. The Commission should utilize this proceeding to balance the inequities
created by the regulatory treatment of the SMR industry.

The FCC has established a regulatory scheme for the cellular and broadband PCS

services that ensures the existence of competition. For instance, FCC Rule Section

24 In re Pittencrieff Communications, Inc., DA 97-2260, released October 24, 1997, at 7
54.

25 Southern also questions the accuracy of the average prices for dispatch cited in Geotek
and thus, disagrees with the conclusion drawn from this statement of incomplete prices.
Southern is confident that Nextel’s prices were not included in the average price for
dispatch and that any conclusion based on these numbers is inaccurate. See Geotek 15
FCC. Red. 808.
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22.942 contains a cellular cross-ownership prohibition which generally prevents a party

from having an ownership interest in licenses or licensees for both cellular channel blocks

in overlapping cellular geographic service areas. Cellular also was developed in a way
c -

which dictated at least two competitors with roughly comparable access to spectrum.

Even the amount of allocated spectrum, the basic foundation of any mobile service,

predisposes cellular to more competition than SMR: the Commission allocated 50 MHz

to cellular but only approximately 19 MHz to SMR.2” Due to those factors, Nextel has

been able to accumulate the vast majority of 800 MHz SMR spectrum in most major

markets and completely preclude potential competitors from gaining a foothold in the

business. Thus, the number of different SMR providers that can obtain enough licenses

to effectively compete in any one area is inherently limited significantly.

L In contrast to cellular and PCS services, the SMR service does not have s~r.91

competition-enhancing regulations. Proceedings, such as this one, should be used to instill

safeguards approximating regulatory parity. Such action would support provisions in

Section 6002(d)(3)(B) of the 1993 Budget Act which directed the FCC to enact

“comparable” technical requirements for cellular, PCS, and SMR.“7

26 See, e.g., In the Matter of Implementation of Section 6002(b) of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993, Competition in the Commercial Mobile Radio Services
Second Annual Report, 12 FCC. Red.  11266, 11309, FCC 97-75 (Mar. 25, 1997).

27 Section 6002(d)(3)(B), 1993 Budget Act, 107 Stat. 312, 397.
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L -

V. In the event the FCC grants these requests for assignment, Southern asks
that finalization of the license grants be delayed until, at a minimum, Nextel
successfully provides roaming services to other interested technically-
compatible digital SMRs.

Southern urges the FCC to deny the instant request for assignment of licenses from

Motorola and its affiliates to FCI 900, a Nextel affiliate, as anticompetitive and thus

contrary to the public interest requirements of Section 3 10(d) of the Communications Act.

If the FCC determines that the assignments should be made, Southern requests that

finalization of the assignments be delayed until roaming has been provided to requesting

technically-compatible digital SMRs.

Southern has unsuccessfully made numerous requests that Nextel provide it roaming

services-manual as required by the FCC or automatic if that is more easily accomplished.

Southern strongly believes that the SMR market is not competitive and that the acquisition

of more and more licenses by Nextel will hamper competition. The enforcement of

roaming rights would clearly serve to help level the competitive playing field despite

Nextel’s massive concentration of spectrum and assist in mitigating the power acquired by

Nextel through concentration of licenses and domination of the SMR market.

The FCC has frequently conditioned mergers based on its examination of the public

interest under Section 3 1 O(d) and license assignments are subjected to the same analysis.**

28 &, Application of GTE Corporation and Bell Atlantic Corporation, Memorandum
Opinion and Order, 15 FCC Red  14032, CC Docket No. 98-184 (rel. June 16,200O).
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Southern strongly believes that the assignments should be denied but asks that assignment

of the above-described licenses be conditioned upon provision of roaming to Southern and

other technically compatible digital SMRs if approved.
* -

CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, Southern Communications Services, Inc., d/b/a Southern LINC

hereby requests that the Commission deny the assignment of licenses to FCI 900, Inc.

requested by Motorola, Inc., Motorola SMR, Inc., and Motorola Communications and

Electronics, Inc. or, in the alternative, condition the approval of these transfers to

provision of roaming to technically-compatible digital SMRs by Nextel and its affiliates.
-

Respectfully submitted,

Michael D. Rosenthal by cuA6e4,7:  k&4

Director of Regulatory Affairs
Southern LINC
5555 Glenridge Connector
Suite 500
Atlanta, GA 30342
678-443-l 500

Carolyn Tatum Roddy
Todd M. Stein
Troutman Sanders LLP
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Dated: January 9,200l Attorneys for Southern LINC
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In this  pro&g, the Federal  Communications  Commission  is considering  w&her  to

adopt an “automatic” roaming rule for Commercial  Mobile Radio Service (“CMRS”)  systems.

Southem  Communications Suvice~,  Inc., d/b/a Southern LXNC (“Southern”), takes no position

un whether such a rule should bt adopted far celluhr or broadband PCS systems. However, it

strtxugly believes that the Commission must adopt art automatic roaming rule fcm Specialized

Mobile Radio  (“SMR”) carriers tit provide service using wide-area digital systems. This  would

primarily encompass Nexlel  Communications (%extel”), Nextel Partnerq  Southern, and Pacific

Wireless Technologies, digital ST’vlR  carriers which utilize DEN t&nology  to operate  in the 801)

.

. . MHz band. Along  with a roaming requirement, the Commission should also  enact a specif~oally-

tailored enfclrcement  scheme &ugh which carriers can file complaints  against non-compliant

Simply stated, au automatic roaming rule  for digital SMR carriers is nccessitatcd  by

Nextel’s  dominance of the In&xl  dispatch  mark& Through that dominance, it has cxeated a

nationwide network that cannot be matched by any of its existing or potential competitors; it has

amassed so much 800 and 900 MHz spectrum  that other  cornpanics  cannot establish meaning.Iul

systems of their  VWJJ  beyond their current regional  coverage areas. The state of the U.S. SMR

market exacerbates this problem: unlike the ceI1uk-u  and PCS markets, it is consolidating and

thcrc  are fewer carriers today than ever before. This ccm.a3lidation  has been to be bend3 of

Ncxtel,  removing any incentive fbr it to cooperate in any manner with tie remaining  players.

Accordingly, N-1 refuses to enter into automatic roaming agreements with  any non-afEIiatcd
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.

U.S.-based carriers. Likewise, it has refused  to enter even man& roaming agreements despite

the Commission’s mama1 roaming  rule.

Nextel’s rejection  of any reasonable roaming agreements is highly detrimental to both

consumers individually ;znd the SMFt  industry generally. Most obvioudy, &e humIre&  oi’

thousands of digital SMR customers in the IJniied  States who do not subscribe to Nextel or its

*hate, Next4 Patiers,  are unable to use their phone outside their carriers’ regional coverage

areas far critical communications, whether  it be emexgq,  business,  or personaI. AdditionaIly,

any hope of me&ngful  oompetition  in the Sh4R market is stifled,  as neither current  nor potential

providers can or will be able to oiler consumers the ability to roam. Toward that end, fnr from

simply lawfully promoting a distinguishing feature of its product, Nextel  is leveraging its lock  on

the necessary  spy to adtioompetitive  advantage.

Also as explained in Southern’s Comments, automatic roaming between digital Sm

carriers  is technically md econotic&y  fkble. Analysis  on the patt of Soutberx~  and Motorola,

the DEN vendor, confinns  the lack of any insmmountablc  teehnieal  htmlles.  From an economic

standpoint, Nextel’s cost of implementing automatic roaming would be negli@blc  and of&et in

any event by revenues from roaming  fes. Additionally, other reasons ti enacting an automatic

roaming rule are the need to work towards regulatory parity for SMR carriers (as opposed lo

cellular and PCS carriers) and the C’act that ti remedies  available under existing law are not

adequate.

Finally, Southern  takes this  oppodty  to raise antitrust concans  evidenced by Nextel’s

conglo,meration  of 800 and 900 MHz Sh4R apeotmm  and its corresponding  conduot. W e

Southern acknowIedges  that full pursuit of such eoneerns  is appropriate for anotber  forum, it

believes  they are pertinent to this prooeeding  because  they furthtillustmte  Nextel’s

2
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~anticompetitive  behavior and, hence, the need for an automatic roaraide; rule. In short, Southern

believes Nextel  has obtained monopoly power and controls an essential  facility - 800 and 900

h@Iz SMR spectrum - and that its refusal to enter roaming agreements to allow use of that

facility may wn5titute  unlawful  coaducl.

The Comrnissirm  first sought comment on an automatic roaming rule over four years ago.

In the interim, the SMK playing field has tipped firthcr  away from the competitive goals of the

Telecommunications Act of 1996. The Commission must now take a skp toward  remedying l9at

imbalance by adopting the automatic roaming ruIe and ancillary enforcement  regulations

proposed by Southern.



Before the
FEDERAL COlWWNI[CATIONS  CUMMISSIiJN

Wnshington,  D.C. 20554

in the Matier of

Automatic and Manna1 Roaming
Obligations Pertaining To Commercial
Mobile Radio Ssrvic~

COMMENTS OF SOUTHERN LINC

l?urmm  IO Section 1.415 of the Rules of the Federal Communications Commission,

Southern Communications Services, Inc., &b/a Southern LINC (“Southern”),  rcspectlklly

submits Comments in reqwnse to the Notice CJJ  Proposed Rulemaking  (f’NPRM’)  released

November  I, 2000 in the above-captioned matter.’ In this proccccling,  the Federal

Communications Commission is considering whether it should adopt an “ruttornatic”  roaming

rule for Commercial Mobile Radio Service (Y&IRS”)  systems and, if sd, whether such a rule

should be sunset at some pint in the future, It also asks whether it should sunset  the “manual”

roa&ng rule that is currently applicabic  to CMRS systtms.

Southern proposes ,that the Commission adopt an automatic roaming rule for digital

Special&d  Mobile Radio (.“SMR”)  carriers, pursuant to which carriers  with t~huicahy

compatible systems would be required to enter automatic roxning agreements  upon request.

Southern aim proposes that the Commission retain  and not sunset the manual roaming rule

unless iI adopts an automatic maming  rule. If it ado@ an automatic roaming rule, it should not

set a sunset date for it. Southern takes no position on whether automatic roaming should be

mandated for cellular or broadband PCS systems.

I .lit  the Matter of Automatic  and Maul  Roaming  Obligations Pertaiming  to Commercial
Mobile Radio Semites,  WT Docket NQ. 00-193, Notice of Proposed Rulernuking,  FCC
No. 00-361 (Nov. 1,ZOOO) (‘VVUW’).
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AS explained herein, the ability to roam is highly  important to mobile phone customers.

When outside their carriers’ coverage axe% a~ inability to roam not only prevents them from

making ordimuy  business or personal calls, but also often  prevents them fi=om making  the life-

saving calls contemplated by the E-91 1 initiative or from taking  advantage of the disabled access

provisions of the Telecommunications Relay Service (“TRS”)  and TTY initkuives.

UnfortunateIy,  due to market fnilure  in the SMR i.ndmxry,  Nextel Communications (“Next&),

the only SMR carrier with a nationwide network, has refused to enter roaming agreements with

any domestic carriers other than its majority-owned affiliate, Next4 Partners. As such, NexteI  is

depriving hundreds of thousands of SMR customers of the ability to roam.

Southem  would note that it uses several terms throughout these Comments as terms  of

art. ‘When  referring  to the SMR  service, Southern is indicating the universe of all SMR carriers-

ln refkring to the SMR indiuby,  Southern is indicating the subset of SMR c&ers tit provide

hunked  dispatch services. In referring to dig-M SAM, Sotim is further  narrowing the

discussion to wide-area digital SMR,  which is primarily provided on Motorola’s iDEN

technology platform by Southern, Nextel, Next4 Partners, and Pacific Wireless Technologies

(“Pacific Wireless”). While the SMR service encompasses both  analog and digital SMR.,  at this

time implem~tation  of an automatic roaming requirement  is of concern mainly to digitaI  carriers

with extensive service footprints. Unless otherwise indicated, S. s~-~ica,  SMR industry, and

digital $MR, or derivations of them, should be given the meanings s[ f&h in this paragraph.

Southern LINC operates a state-of-the-art digital wide-area SMR system coveri@

127,000 square miles and serving over 200,000 customers in Georgia, Alabama, the panhandle

of Florida, and the southeastern third of Mississippi. It provides the most comprehensive

2
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geographic coverage of any mobile wireless service in Alabama and Georgia; its system is not

limited to major metropolitan areas and highways corridors, but scrvcs the extensive  rurzJ

territory within its footprint as well. In fact, Southern serves areas of Flori& Georgia

Mississippi, snd Alabama that are not served by any other advanced wireless dispatch ,provider,

In part because  of this expansive and reliable coverago,  its service  is wideIy  used by statewide

public safety agencies,  school districts, rural local governments, public utilities, and emergency

services  such as ambulance companies. It is also utilized by commercial entitia md other

government  ~tities  in both urban and rural ama~

Southern is mnsiderrd a “covered SMR” for purposes of the roaming rules. Its system

operates on the $00 MHz SMR band using Motorola’s ilXN technology,  which off&s

capabihties  including dispatch, interconnected voice, it-&net access, and data transmission.

Whilt‘ Suu\hrz-n’s system  provides its customers  with some of the most sophistiosted  wireless

apbility available, due to the current state of technology its customers can only roam with other

carriers using the 800 MHz SMR iDEN platform. For most of the United States,  and certainly

the areas adjacent to its coverage atea, its only options for roaming partners are’ Nextel and

Next4 Partners. In the several markets where thti coverage  overlaps, Southem  competes

vigorously with  Nextel and Nextel Partners for customers that want a service that provides  both

dispatch and interconnected voice.

Ncxtel  has roaming  agreements with its close  &hate,  Nextel Patin-, which

commenced operation in January 1999 with the general’ goal af intfoduciug  Lhz:  Nextel brand to

the small and mid-size markets where it does not presently have  coverage. It is approximately

32% owmd by Nextel, deals in its brand, contracts  with it for various support aervIcts,  and

3
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shares its switches.” Next4 Ru-tners  claims its relationship with Nextel is “an integral part of our

strategy” and boasts of an exclusive roaming partnership under which it is the  sole provider uf

roaming services to Nextel customers who travel in its rnaxkd~.~  In Nexlcl  Partners’ most recent

SEC Form 10-Q it admits that Nextel “has certain approval rights that alIow it to exert

significant influence over our operations.“4 Southern submits that for putposes  of securing

voluntary automatic roaming agreements, Nextel and Next4 Partners are essentially one and the

same. CertainIy,  Nextel Partners would refuse to enter any roaming agreements. without Nextel’s

approval; at the least, its presumably Nextel-controlled  Board would direct any decisions.

DISCUSSION_

Southern has sought for years to obtain an agreement in which  its customers could roam

on Nextel’s  nitional n&work-  However, Nextel has steadfastly refused  to petit  Southern’s

customers  to roam on its sytitem either mauually  or automatically. With regard to manual

roaming, Nextel asmtially  claims that technical issues still need to be worked out. As explained

further below, Southern believes  that any technical  issues am easily resolvable and that Nexuzl is

unresonably  delaying implementation. This failure to allow Southern’s customers  to even

manually roam on its system is highly illustrative of ths depth of its uncooperativeness,

especially in light of the FCC’s manual ruamiug  rule.

2 As stated  on Next4 Partans web site at http://www.nextelpar~~~.com.
3

Id

4 Nate1 Partners’ SEC Form 1 O-Q for the Quarter Period Ended Sept. 30,2000,  p. 33.

4
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I. THE FCC SHOULD ADOPT AN AUTOMATIC ROAMING RULE FORc
DIGITAL &VlR CARltIEti

The NPRA4  ma&s the Commiwion’s  third pass al an automatic roamiug  rule. It first

considered such a rule over four years ago in coxmection  with its adoption of the manual roaming

rule.’ It connection with that same rulemaking,  it sought additinnal  comments in December

‘19197.”  The rulemaking  remained pending until August 2000,  when the Commission reiterated

its commitment to the manual roaming rule but heId that the record had grown too stale to issue a

decision with regard to automatic roaming.’ Nonetheless, Southern had participated vigorously

in that rulemaking,  submitting pleadings  contending  that digital Sh4R carriers needed an

automatic roaming  rcquiremcti to achieve regulatory parity  and compete against Nextel, which

in 1996 already  had Q nationwide footprint but was not allowing other carriers  to roam on it.8

Since 1996. Southern has continued to press its cast through numerous ex parre

presentations.y The Cornmissiorl  auno’tuxed  in August 2000 that  it needed to refresh the record

5 In the Matter of Intercomwciion  lind  Resale UbligatioPzs  Yertaining  to ~ommsrciai
Mobile Radiu Services, CC Docket No. 84-54,  Second Report and Order uzd Third

Nofice  of Propused  Rvkmcrking,  11 FCC Red. 9462, FCC No. 96-284  (1996) (“Secortd
R&O ,I).

CI Commission Se& Additional Comnwnt on Auiomutic  Rocunin~ Propoxu~s fur C~2luIto;
Broadband PCS, und Covered SMR Nehunrkr,  CC Do&t NO, 94-54, Public Notice, DA
97-2558 (Dec. 5,1997).

7 In the Matter  of lnrercmmection  and Resale Ohlig&cww  Pertuiniltg  to Commercial
Mobile Radio .%vic~s,  CC Docket No. 94-54,  Third Report  and Order and
Memorandum &Won und Order On Reconsideration, 15 FCC Red.  15$X75,15976,  FCC
No. 00-Z 1, 73 [2000)  (‘Third R&U “)-

8 .Tn the Matter of Infmxmnectitm  and Resnle  Obligaticws  Pertairaing to Commercial
Mobile Radio Services,  CC Docket No. 94-54, Reply Comments  Of The  Southern
Company (Nov. 22, 1996); Supplemental Connnentzz  of Southern Company (Jad. 5,
1998).

9 See, es-&,  February l&2000 letter from Southern  Communications Services to Magalic  R.
Salas, CC h&et No. 94-54.

5
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due,  in part, to Yhi rapid expansion ‘and development  of tbc CMRS  market in the intervening

years . . . . “lo While that may bc true  in regard to the cellular and PCS segments of the CMRS

market, the SMR mztrket  has been  contracting rapidly and has become  more concentrated in

Nextel’s hands. l[n f;rct, Nextel  acquired Pittencricff  Corumuniealions.  a major provider, and is

set to acquire Chadmwre Wirclcss  Group, another major provider.  Additionally, in January

2000 the FCC approved  tht: assignment of Geotek Communications’ 191 900 h4Hz SMR licenses

to Ncxtel  (with  the exception of licenses in markets revered by a consent decree NexteI  entered

with the  Department  of Justice),” Consequently, competition among Sh4R providers has not

increased and it is business  as usual with regard to Next& refusals  to enter into roaming

agreemcnto Despite  folding several of its significant competitors into  its system and still being

tht only SMR provider with a national footprint, Nextel has yet to allow Southern or any other

nun-affiliated U.S.-based carrier to roam with it on even  a manual basis.

As explained  below, an automatic roaming rule is required due to the consolidzrtion  of the

SMR industry,  Nextel’s  dominance in this market, and its unwillingness to voluntarily allow

automaric  roaming on its network. The  reality of the situ&on is that the SMR industry is

experiencing market feiluro  and tberc  will not be significat  competition unIcss Next4 is

rquired to allow other digital SMR carriers to automatically roam on its system. Such roaming

is technically feasibIe  and the public interest bcnefils  would outweigh  tbt costs.  Additionally,

irnplemtition  of a rule  would be a significant step toward cqualiting  ths: regulatory disparity

between the SMR service and the cellular and broadbaHd PCS swvices. FCC action to address

lb

11
Third R&O, I S FCC Red. at 15976, q 3.

In re Applicariow  of Geotek Communicufions,  hfQrtwm?Idm  @inion  and &dw, 15
FCC Red.  790,806, DA 00-89,T  35 (2000).
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nnreaco,nable  or di&jminatory  roam&g  behavior would serve  to correct abuses that marketplace

fcmxs ciiI1Tlof.

k SMR Providers Constitute A Distinct Industry For Purposes Of This;
AnaIysis

As an initial  matter, the Cummission  should ~ococus  only on competition between bunked

dispatch SMR providers  ‘to determine whether an automatic roaming rule should be implemented

for digital SMR carriers. AIthough  Nextel  may argue tit it oomgetes  in the greater

interconnected voice market - cellular, PCS, and SMR - the degree to which it attracts the same

type of customer as individual consur)l)er  oriented providers such as Verizon  Wireless and

VoiceStream  Wireless is irrelevant What is important is the fact that digital SMR is the only

service capable of addressing the needs of customers that demand both advancd,  digital dispatch

aud interconnected voice in the same handset. Because that sizable universe of customers can

only Iook to digital Sh4R providers for their  needs, the FCC must view them as a separate

industry for roaming purposes.

Southern would note  that the Commission’s Fifth Report on CMRS  competition mentions

that several  cellular  and PCS carriers “attempt to provide’*  diispalch  service by providing gmup

calling  features, I2 However, those are mzuketingdriven  pricing planls,  not dispatch service; the

FCC actually rcfefs to Verne plans as “fanlilydrienttd  pxicz  plad~.“‘~ TIE FiJth Report mentions

only one non-dispatch carrier, SBC, that offers 8 service that approximates dispatch.” Even that,

12

13

14
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though, provides  &ly a strcamliued  confcrexlce  call service in which sixnuh~~~cous  calls are

limited  to 30 persons in a p-programmed  group, less than is possible  with real disptich.

B. Manna1  Roaming Is Not A Vinble Substitute  For Automatic Roaming

Also as an initial matter, the FCC sh.ould  not allow the existence of the manual  roaming

rule to weigh against enactment of cm automatic roaming rule. Though Southern believes that

the manual roaming  rule has its @ace, manual roarnixlg  is extremely cumbersome,  afkn requiring

a customer to wade through 3 series of voice mail prompts to cntcr  the roaming process or,

worse, to place an entirely new call to reach a manual roaming operator. In a transaction that can

take over five minutes; the custocr’  must provide the operator with credit card and calling

information. Even back in October 1996, ~II comments filed in this rulemaking’s  preclecwsor,  the

Alliance  of Independent WireItss  Operators characterized  manual roilming  as a “technological

dinosaur” and noted that in its expcricncc, 95% of cuslomw prefer  not to place talk at ail rather

than deal with it.”

For a public that has become accustomed to the type of se;lmlf~  conxeclions  provided by

automatic raaming,  it is safe to say that the ability to offir manrrnl  ruruning  would not give a

carrier the same competitive edge.  Nor ~oulJ  manual roaming give customers the same degr#

of u~~vsnience  4 access LO safety features. Additionally, from an implementation stnndpoint,

it makes no sense to make the technical changes necessary to implement manual  roaming when

ctias can move to automatic roaming with less  effort and expense.

15 In the h4utter of htercorutection  cd Resaie Obligations  Perkaiiring  to Cmmereid
Mobile Radio Services, CC Docket No. 94-54, Comments of the AlIiance  of Xndepandent
Wieless Operators, p. 8 (Oct. 4,1996).
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c. The- Consolidated N&we  Of The SMR Industry-  And Next&s
Dominant Position Prevent Msrrkct Forces From Ensuring The
Widespread Availability Of Roaming Services

In the NPRM,  the Commission states that it may be in the public interest to impose

roaming requirements generally if “market forces alone are not sufficient to tnstue the

widespread availability of competitive roatning  scrviceq  arid where  maming is technically

fcasiblt without imposing unreasonabIe  cosls  on CMEZS  providers.“‘6  With regard to an

automatic  roamir~g rzquirtznent  specif%zrlly,  it states that one should be adopted only  if “it is

clew that providers’  current practices are unreasonably hindering the operation of the market  to

the cletient  of consumers.“‘7 As explained below, there is +wket failure in the SMR  industry;

market forces alone clearly have not been Etnd  will not be sufficient to eflsure  the widespmad

availability of competitive roaming services. To the detriment of consumers,  Ncxtcl  has taken

aclvnmage  of its dominant position to unreasonably constrain existing  and potential competitors

The two overriding features of the SMR industry - the fact that the number of significant

players has been  greatly consolidated and the fact that Nextel  dominates it - serve  to prevent

operation of the types of competitive forces that cngcader  voluntary automatic roaming

agreements. Simply put, Nextel has little reason to cooperate with other SMR licensees.

Currently, consumers who need combined dispatch and interconnected voice  JIwctionality  in an

advmccd digital fbnn, and who also want the ability to roBm beyond a regional coverage area,

simply do not have  the rige of options that cellular and PCS customers enjoy.

1G NPRMatn  16.
17 NPRMat  7 18.
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1. . N&e1 domipates  t h e  SMR industry md levmsges  its
dominance to reject proposals for roaming agmements.

Nextel cIearly  dominates a highly concentmted  market. The FCC itself acknowledges in

the NPRMthat  “[d]igital  SMR remains dominated by one provider, Nextei,  which in 1999 had

over  4.5 million subscribers _ . _ _ “‘* At this time it has OYIX 6.1 million s~hscribers,~~  the only

nationwide n&wok,  and it continues to amass spectrum. Moreover, its majority-owned afliliatc,

Nextel Partners, is establishing f&cilitics  and gaining subscribers  in the smaller and mid-size

areas of the country  that Nextel has not  yet rear;hed.2”  AL lhe same lime, lhe lib1 of other

significant players, never long to start with, is shrinking~  In its fi@I Repavr  on competition, the

FCC lists just five major SMR carriers,  and ant of those,  Chadmoore  W&less  Group, is about to

be bought by Nmtel. Tht actual sllbscriknhip  nrunbers  of the major carriers set forth in the

Ft$h  Rq~rl  shed  even more light on the disparity in the SMR industry. While  Southern and

Nexr&l Partuers each have 200,000 subscribers, the numbers immediately fill off from there  to

6S,OOO for Mobex;  37,475 for Chadmoorc  Wireless Group; and I 1,400 for Securicor  Wireloss,2’

DLIC to a confluence of several factors, the usual incentives that would motivate Nextel to

enter into mutually beneficial automatic roaming agreements do not exist  ~TI  this ir~stance,  IJI

addition to the fact that it faces significmt competition in only n few markets  (for example,

where Southern LINC operates) nnd  has the only nationwide network,  the only other carrirsrs

20

21

As stated on Next&  web site a t  http:/~~~l.co~~o~~tio~~~~
bnckground.shtmJ.

As noted above, Nrsxtel  Partners,  c+s~x&Q  giiven its presumably Nextel-contilled
Board, would ref~.~e  to enter a roaming agreement without Nextel’s  approval.
Accordingly,  it and NcxtcI  should be considered one and the same for purposes  of this
rulcmakiny.
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utilizing DEN te&nolobv to provfde  advanc4, digital SMR srvice are Newel  Partners,

Southern, and Pacific Wiickss (whose coverage currently does not  extmd kyonct a region  of

California). Accordingly, given the curceat skile of technology, Southwn’s  pnd Pacific Wireless’

customers can roam only on Nextel’s  or Nextel  Par&rs’ nehm-ks. However, because Next4

and Nextel Partners compete directly witJl  Sou&ern  and Pacific Wireless in markets  where their

coverage av&ps, lhey  have a stro.ng  incentive to refuse tcr enter roaming agrements. ~Ithough

they would derive revenues from such  agreements, Nextel  and Nextel Partuers  have a pater

economic  incentive to dampen competition by denying their few competitors access to roaming.

Southern’s actual  experience with Noxtel unequivocally confirms the foregoing. As

noted abuve, for years Nextel has steadfastly refused to enter  into a roaming agreement with

Soulhem In fact, it has constantly put off entering a n~unuul  rating agreement,  even in the

foe of the Commission’s mand;ltory  manual roaming rule, himing  tha are techniml

difficulties  with  implementing manual roaming. As explained below, Southem  does not believe

there are insurmountable technical obstacIes to either manual  or automatic roaming-  Southern

can,not  divine any reason. for Ncxtel’s ref&;ll  except for a deiiberate  intint to pu1 Southern  at a

competitive disadvantage. For that matter, to Southern’s knowledge Nexlel  has never euterecl  a

roaming agreekmt  with a non-&l&cd  U.S.-based Sh4R carrier.

Ihe oniy U.S.-based SMR carrier with which Nexlel  has a roaming agreement is Next4

Partuers, which iw explnincd  above  is a majority-owned afiliate  of Next4 tasked with

introducing the Ncxtd brand to the smzlll  and mid-si7.  markets  wh&e Next4 does  not presently

have cover&. As stated un Next4 Partners’ web site, this roaming agreement is

comprehensive: “Our systems are operationalIy  Beamless  with  those of Nextel, enabling

customers of $oth  companies to roam on each other’s potion of the Next4 digital mobile

11
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network,tt22 Nextel Partners also notes  the importance of this roaming agreement: ‘Ys ntstom~rs

kcreusingiy  choose nuthul rate-  pluns, WC believe thut  the ability to ogler nariond covemge is a

compefihe advuntage.  d3 Southern would assert  that Nextel’s decision to push into smaller and

mjd-size  mark&s and tout the benefits of its nationwide network, while simul~~usly  denying

any roaming  ~pability at all to its few remaining digital SMR competirurs  in those very markets,

is a clear attempt to eliminate its remaining digital SMR competition in the lJnited  States.

Nextel’s  refusal  to enter  rcxuning  srgreFrmcnts  with non-affiliates has not carried  over to

foreign countries which its own network does not reach.  Nextel has had an automatic roaming

agreement with Clearnet  Coqmuni&ons,  a Canadian iDEN carrier, since 19!37.24  Also, in

ApriI 2000 it launched a worldwide callidg  service ba$ed on automatic roaming agreements it

entered with carriers in AfHca, Australia, Asia, Europe, South  America, and the Middle East.”

Although Nextel purportedly has been unable to overcome the technical difficulties posed by

manual roaming  with  Southern, another digital SMR iDEN carrier in the United States,  it

apparently had no problem overcoming the technical difficulties  posed  by automatic roaming

with carriers in 75 different countries,  many of which use a GSM platform rather than iDEN.26

Southern believes that NwaeI’s eagerness to roam with foreign carriers, while r&sing to roam

with domestic carriers, again demonstrates an undeniable motivation to eliminate  any digital

SMR competition in the United States..

22

23

24

25

As stated on Next4 Partners’ web site al ht~p~/~.nextelpartners.com.

hi. (emphasis added).

26

As stated in Nextel’s SEC Form I O-K for 1999, p. 12.

Nextel Press Release dated Apr. 3, 2000 at http://www.corporate-ir.net/ireyeJir_
site.zhtml?tickerNXTL&script41C&layout=9&item~id=83557.

As stated on Next& web site at http://~.nexteI.wlm/products/se~c~a~o~
worldwide/country~IiistshtmL
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Notably, Nexkl’s mternationti  roaming agreements were. part of a major initiative in

which it invited carriers all over the world to roam with it inchiding  nearly every iDEN carrier,

but pointedly excluded Southern Southern became aware that in 1999 Ncxtcl  began promoting

its proposed “iDEN World” service, a gateway  through which carriers utilizing iDEN technology

could capitalize on the int~ational  automatic  roaming agreements Nextal  was ~utering.  Nextel

was recruiting  Clearnet  Communications of Canada and carriers from many olfiw countries to

participate in iDEN World. Southern expressed mrerk?t  in parlitipzrting,  but was discouraged

Gum  doing so because of what was labeled the “propriekuy”  nature of the dialogue among these

carriers.

2. Nextcl’s  refusal  to  enter  roaming agreements  harms
ClmSUnl~.

Nctiel’s  a&competitive conduct causes significant 1~ to coiisumers.  The most

immediate  hrum is to customers  of Southern and other iDEN carriers  not affiliated  with Next4

(currently over 200,000),  who zue prevented fkcm utilizing &ir mobile phones outside of their

cticr’s regional coverage areas. In Southern’s case,  it has received an increasing number of

customer  requests to roam. The inability to do so is especially problematic for customers located

on the fringes of a coverage atea, fur whom everyday travel may take them beyond areas where

they can use their phone-  Letters  from Harrison County School District and American Medical

Response (attached hereto as P,xhibits A and B), two Southern SMR customers,  attest to this

problem,

Also, Southern serves an nuu.s&ly large number of governmental entities, law

enfcrrcement  agencies, emergency service entities, and other public service  agencies, many of

13
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which rely on its system fat critical canmunictions  needs.27 Fur these orgmizations, roaming

would be a highly  valuable  benefit. Jn addition lo rout& travel outside of Southern’s service

footprint. it is not uncommon for public  safety workers such s firefighters and law enforcement

pcrsonne~  as wd as power utility crews, to assist with natural disasters and other emergencies in

locations well  outside their usual jurisdictions- Continued access to their  mobile phones would

greatly as& these  workers by enhancing their ability to communicate amongst themselves and

with others.

Additionally, the Commission has made an enormous effort to ensure that E-91 1 services

are available to wireless customers. These efforts have been  made pumuan t to the Wireless

Connnunications  and Public Safety Act of 1939  (“911 AG~“).~  As stated by the  Commission, the

pmposs of the 911 Act js “to enhance pubTic  safety by encouraging  and facilita&g  the prompt

depIc&ment  of a nationwide, .s~utnless  commtuaicutions  infiastnwtwe for emergency services

that inch&s  wireless cornrrd~ations.~~’ Towards that end, the Commission has promulgated

regulations that on the most basic level generally require wireless  carriers operating compatible

systems to “answer” the 911 calls of roaming units- In Phases I and IT of the E-91 1 initiative, the

regulations require that making a 911 call re~lls  in the automatic provision of caller location

iti?xmation to the caTI recipient (arguably the core aspect  ofthe initiative).

27

2R

29

See In &he Mutter  of Southern Carpany  Request for Wuiver  of’ Section PO.  629 nf the
C~mmis,ridn’s Rules, Memuraridwti  Opinio9r  and Order,  14 FCC Rod. 185 1, DA 98-2496
(1,998) (citing uIuique  use of Southern’s netwrk by public &ety organizations).

47 USC. Q 615 (1999).

Jn rho Matter of Revisions of tk Commission’s Rules To Ensure Compatibility with
Enhanced 9J1 Emergency L’alling  System,  CC Docket No. 94-102, Jbzarh
Memorcwdum  Opinion and order, FCC Ml-326,7[  6 (Sept. 8,200O) (emphasis added).
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Without the &ility to roam, itwill  be extremely  Uziff~cult  for many iDEN  customers  with

handsets manti~ctured  before 1999 to make even b&ic PI 1 calls outside of their coverage area

Even customers with handsets  mauufactured  after 1999 will  not have  the full functionality

contemplated by tha Phase 1 and Phase 11 rules, without tier to carrier roaming capability in

place. Not only does this  raise serious  considerations regarding human  safely, it is directly

contrary to ihe Commission’s goal of a “nationwide, seamless communications  intiasrmcturt:  for

emergency services.” Given the fact that today’s increasingly wireltas society relies  cm mobile

phones for safiery more and more when travelling,  it is simply not in the public interest  to allaw

carriers to &rry toting services when  it is technologically feasible  to provide them.

Likewise, clisahled  persons who do not have roaming capability are unable to take

advantage of the Kc’s dis&ility access initiatives, including TRSffl’Y services and 71 I dialing

accesk This contravenes Ihe spirit of Title IV of the Ameriwns with Disabilities Act of 1990, XJ

which, as noted by the Commission, &~.rires  it “to ensure that 7RS is atilable, to &e ex&rzt

possible and in rhe mo.ti  e$‘icienr  in~?~~er, to individuals with hearing  and speech  disabilities in

the United St&tes.“3’ Automatic roaming  he-en iDm ctiers certainly comes within the

purview of “to the extent possible,” and is lht: mo.?t  &i&m  manner  of providing nationwide

access to disabled services fbr digital SMR customers that do not subscribe to Ncxtel.

30

31

47 USC 5 225 (1994 & Supp.  IV 1998).

In the Mutrer  of Telecommunicutionr  R&y Services and Speech-toSpetlch  &n&es&r
lndividuak with Heaing  urul  Speech  Disabilities, CC Docket No. 98-67, Report and
Order and Further Notice of Pruposed  Rulemaking,  15 FCC Red.  5 140, 5 141,  FCC OO-
%,I1 (2000) (emphasis added).
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3. * Nextel’s  refusal to enter roaming agreements harms the Sa
industry.

Nextel’s refusal  to enter domestic roaming agreements t&o harms the SMR industry and

the large category of consumers who look to SMR fm tlxeir  wireless needs but are denied the

benefits of a competitive ma&et. Meaningful future entry by other companies is curtailed in

large part because Ncxtel is 1ilceIy  to deny roaming agreements  with tide,  ,preventing  them from

oEering  roaming to potentid customers and thus significantly hitidting  their ability to attract

customas  in the  first instance. Accordingly, Nextel  is able to raise barrks to entry for new

SMR competition. This,  however, is completely contrary to the FCC’s  expechtions and goals for

the SMR industry.

When the FCC permitted the assignment of Geotek  Commuhications’  191  900 MI-54  SMR

licenses to Next.4 in January 2000 (with the exception  of licenses iu markets covered by ir

consent decree  Nextel entered with the Department of Justice), it stated that “in the relatively

aear fixture,  we believe that additional market entry  is likely  to ensure that competitive conditions

facing consumers in these  markets will improve.“” That clearly is not happening, ad it

becomes less likely every time Nextel consolicl&s  more SMR spectrum. And, of course, it has

been  doing that aggressively. Consider that in the August 2000 auction for 800 MHz General

Category and Upper  Band SMR licenses (Auction Na- 34), Nextet  was awarded  800 of the 1,053

licenses  offered.33 Additionally, in the Wovem~ 2000 auction for 800 MHz Lower 80 SMR

licenses {Auction No. 36), Nextcl.  was the successful bidder on 2,579 of Ihe 2,800 kznses

32

33

In re Appkations  of Gtwt~k Commu&atians, Mwnorandm Qvinintt and hkr, 15
FCC Red.  790,806, DA O&89,7 35 (2000).

Wkless Telecornmu~ications  Bw~au Grants 800 MHz Specialized Mobile Audio  (SL%&?)
Service  General Category (SSl-854  MHz) and Upper Bund (861865  MHz) Auction
Licenses, Public Notice, DA 00-2874  (Rec. 20,200O).
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offercd.34 Further, Nextel  has a request  pendia~  with the FCC for approval of the assignment of

$9 900 MHz licenses from Motorola and its subsidiaries.‘”

Given the foregoing, it is abundantly clear that  any future competition is not going to

come from companies with competitive amounts of v.36 Rather, competition needs to be

enabled by narrowly targeted regulatory measures such ~1s  an automatic roaming requirement

I). Automatic RoarPing Between Digital SMR Carriers  Xs Technically
And  EconomicalIy Fwiblc, And  The  Pnbk I n t e r e s t  1BctnN~M
Outweigh The Costs

-
There  are no substantial technical hurdles to enabling automatic roaming amung digital

SMR iDEN providers. In part, this is demonstrated by the fact that Netiel has succes&Jly

mainLiinti  80 automatic roaming agreement with Clcamet  Communications, an unrelated

Canadian XEN carrier, since 1997.” More directly, Southern  has had discussions with  Nexte~

regarding whEut  Next.4 believes arc potential technical  problems. Southern has closely analyzed

those cnncems  and d&nGed  flat they arc eithm  not problems at all or that 5olutions to them

can he easily implemented at minimal cost to Next& Additionally, Southern has been  advised

34

3s

36

37

As Southem  has agued in many proceedings, &kxtel’s  ability to dominate 800 MHz
spcctmm  auctions was due to (1) the f&ct  that auctions \?r%re .strucnnxd in such a way that
the holder of the incumbent 800 MHz licenses had an insurmountable bidding advantage;
and (2) contrary  to what it did in PCS and cellular markets, the Commission decided to
place no restrictions  on one bidder acquiring all of the 800 h4Hz licewes.  Nextel’s
spectrum position at these  auctions reduced the V&E of the spectrum to parties other than
Nactel,  further discouraging competitive cni~y  into the SMR market.

Clcarnsr  Offers l-X.$ Roaming Wirh Less H&de, Land Mob& Radio News, JuIy 25,
1997.
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by the iDEN vend&,  Mutorola,  thai  the te&nical  changes needed to enable 111 automatic

roaming can be implemented

Southern  would also note that Nextel  stands to pencrate  substantial. revenue through

roaming  agreements. In 1994, Next4 earned approximately $l,OOO,OOO  from its roaming

agreement with Nextel Partners,‘* which at that  time lxxl less than 50,000  cu~tomers.~~ Given

that Sauthem  Company lm over 200,000 customers, the roaming revenue fkom it, in addition to

other iIXlN camiers,  has the potential to be significantly more. Surely, any negligible costs that

Nexkl incurs in implementing automatic roaming agreements  will  be more  than made up for by

the revenue it will gain from theIn.

In sum, thxe are tremendous public interest benefits to enacting  an &omat.ic roamjng

rule, including the restoration of competition in the SMR industry, enabling  hundreds of

thousands of customers to use their phones beyond their carriers’ coverage areas, and facilitating

E-91 1 and ‘II&TTY  capability. On the other hand, the costs of such a rule  would hc negligible

for the rbamed-on  carriers. Thus, in this matter  the Ix&its ckarly outweigh ti costs.

E. An Automatic Roaming Requirement  For Digital SMR Carriers Is
Necessitated By The Need Fur Replatwy  Parity

The Cornmission  lxx established a regulatory scheme for the cellular and PCS services

that ensures the  existence of competition. For instance, FCC Rule S&ion 22.942  contains a

cellular cross-ownership prohibition  which generaIly  prevents a party Tom having an ownership

interest in licensss  or licmsees for both cellular charmel  blocks in overlapping cellular

geographic service areas.

38

39

As stated in Nextel’s  SEC Form 10-K for 1999, p. F-36.

Nextel Partner’s Press Release dated July 11,200O  at http://www.ntieIp.com.
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The SMR service, in contrast; does not have such ~mpetitian+&a~~cing  regulations,

despite the fgct that Section 6002(d)(3)(B)  of the 1993 BuJyet Act directed the FCC to enact

“comparble”  technical requirements for cell&r,  PCS, and SIKIR.~O Even the  amount of

allocated s-pecm the basic foundation of any mobile service, predisposes cellular to more

comptitim than SMR; the Commission allocated 50 MIiz to celh~lar  but only  approximately 19

MHz lo SMJ??’ As such, the number of different SMR providers that can obtain enough licenses

to effectively camp&e in any one arca is inherently significantly limited.  Due to those factors,

Nextel  has been  able WI accumulate the vast majotity  of 800 MHZ SMR spectrum  in most major

markets and predrtcle potential competitors from gaining even a foothold.

The enactment of an wtomatic roaming requirement  for digital SMR is a necessary step

toward oi’fsetting  the FCC’s failure IO pxavide  a compwablc  regulatory scheme. The FCC

recog&zed  the cornhtion between competition and rt?platory ptity  when it brought SMR

under the manual roaming rule in 1996, stating, “We are applying Lhe mauual ropming  ruIe to

[broadband PCS and covered SMR] licensees @ urckr to ensure regulalory  parity and to promote

competition in the wireless market  by enhancing all such  carriers abilities to compctc.“42  Now,

the passage  of time, advances in technology, and refined consumer expectations have shown that

the manual  roaming rule is not enough. Although Sotihern  believes rhe Commission’s 1996

policy position continues to bc relevant  to the SMR industry, the Commission must up&te it

40

41

42

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103&,  8 6002(d)(3)(B),  107
stat. 3 12,397 (1993).

See, e.g.. In the Matter of Impiementution  of Section b002fi) of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993; Annual Reporf and Analysis  of Competitive l4arket
Conditions with Respect ro Commercial Mobile  Radio Services, Second Report, 12 FCC
Rd. 11266.11309, FCC 97-75 (I 997).

Second R&O, 11 FCC Red. at 9470-71, q 13,
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through the inq~lemkr~tation  of an &tmmtic  roaming rule  for technically  compatible SMR

CtierS.

F. The RmmIies  Available Under Existing LWV Do Not Constitute
Feasible AItematSves  To An Automatic Roaming Requirement

In the NPRM, the FCC asked whether &xc are adequate remedies  under existing law to

address CMRS  providers which eR#Ige itr unreasonable or discrimiDatory  behavior by r&using

to enter automatic roaming agreements.43 As noted in the ?C?‘RM, such medies  would stem

from d complaint tied pursuant to Section 208 of the Comnnmicatious  Act of 1934 (“the
-

Communications Act”), which empowers  parties to file complaints and generally  wuthnes  the

FCC’s procedure for handling t.b~rn.~ Such a complaint would refmmce either  Section 201 of

the Communications Act (prohibition of unjust or unreasonabls  behavior), Section 202

(prohibition of djscrimtiation),  or Section 253 (interconnection requirements)- WIe Southern

agrees that those  provisions apply to roaming services provided by CMRS cazrie~,  it does not

believe any of them  provide  a good alternative to an automatic roaming requirement.

In general, pursuing a complaint under Section 208 is cumbersnme  and unprediclable.

The opportunity to couduct  meElILingful  discovery  is limited and the ovcra.Ii  complaint process is

time consuming; even under  the FCC’s expedited  dookct  it can take months, tu say nothing of

preliminary negotiations and potential appeals. Further,  rhe outcome is uncertain given the

Iirnitcd  precedsnt  for fully litigated rating matters. The  sum of thcsc problems is of significant

concern in the rvarting context in which carriers seeking to avoid agreements will be

encouraged to delay as leng  tis possible to disadvantage competitors  seeking agreements-

43

44
NFRM  at q 26.

NPltMat~26.
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Tn addition  tb the fore&ng problems  with Section 208, th= are problems with Sections

201,2U2, and 251 individually. With  regard  to Section 201, which would  involve  dlegati~ns

that a failure  to enter a roaming agreement is “unjust or unreasonable,” specific direction from

the C&nmission  would be helpful in clarifying when such failure rises to the level of &$g

unjust or unreasonable. Given the numerous variables involved in roaming,  pursuit of this option

to obtain a roaming agreement  is unduly dif3icult  and urxertain.

In terms  of filing a cornplaint  under Section 202, whjch  would involve allegations that a

carrier is unlawl’ully  discrhniiating by f&ling  to enter a raaming  agreement, \9 petitioner  must

show that it is ‘GmilarIy  situated” with the companies the carrier is fa~oring.~  l%s gives

carriers substantial room to allege  differences between  their chosen retuners  and the petitioner,

again raising Ihs potential problem of unduly protracted, complicated, aucl uncertain litigation.

Moreover, a carrier could potentially completely avoid discrimination charges  by simply not

engaging in automatic maming  agreements with any other providers at all. In that scenario, a

carrier with an extensive network could maintain  a vilti  lock on the  ability to offer roaming  by

simply denying it to all poEntial  competitors. Such R possibility is at odds with the

Telecommticarions  Act of 1996.

With regard to Section 25 1, which requires  intewnnection  under  certain circumstar~ces,

the Commission recently rejected the theory that Section 251 shoulcl  encompass CMRS to

CMRS interconnection.4” That decision, in fact, was an afirmaxion of a previous  ruliig

45

46

In the Mdter  of the OTC’  v. Seth C’entml Bell Tekphme  Comm and AT&T,
Memorundum  Qpinion  and Order, 2 FCC Red.  4546,4552,  UA 87-974,~  32 (1987).

IPI the Mklfer  of hterconnection umi Resale Obligations Pertaining  to Commercial
Mobile Radio Services, CC Docket No. 94-54,  Fourth  Reporr  and Urdw, 15 FCC Red.
X3523,13534,  FCC 00-253,7 28 (2000).
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cont&d in the ,h5zt Cumptitiun  First R~JX& nnd Order.47 Whib those holdings would seexn

to preclude the possibility of successfully bringing a r~~tig  daim through tht interconnectiOn

obligationsls,  Soulbern  would additionally note  that in a previous  r&making ‘several carriers

raised arguments  that Section 251 rxnnot  be utilized to require CMR.S  carriers to ac%cpt

interca~~nection  requests ~til  CMR!5 becomes a substitute for 104 exchange carriers for a

substantial number of pcople.48

c . The FCC Should Adopt An Autum~tic Roaming  Enforcement
Mechanism

In ad&lion  to promulgating an automatic roaming requirement, Southern  submits that a

specificzdly  tailored etiorcemcnt mechanism should Jso be enacted. It should be designed  to

facilitate  good faith negotiations and the need  for rapid adjudication. The FCC has employed

specific enforcemem  mechanisms in other contexts, such as pole attachments.” Below are

paramctcrs  which Southcm believes should be encompassed in such mations.

If a ctier  refiises  to enter into an agreement wilh  another ctier, within 15 days of the

request  to roam  the wfusing  carrier should be required to provide a written statement ulr the

reasons for its refksd. It should then be required to negotiate in good faith with the carrier

seeking  the agreemen  within 20 days 01 B requm to do so, in order to ixtkmpt:  to resolve the

issues on which the r&A to warn is based. If the carrier  wishing to roam is not satisfied wilh

the cwLr;omc  of those  negotiations, it may file a complaint containing a complete statement  of the

47 rid
4R

49

In the Mutter qf Impkmentation  of the Locul  Competition Provisions in t/w
Telecommunicutions  Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, First 12epo-t  and Order, 11 FCC
Red.  15499,15994-95, FCC 96-325, fl1002 (1996).

47 c!.P-R $0 1.1401 - 1.1418 (1999).
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facts in support of-its claim, along-with any supporting affidavits  or other dwumention.

Within 30 days, the carrier againsl  whonr  the complaint was filed must file a response  cuntain&

a complete statcmetlt  of the facts in support of its defense, dong with any supporting affidavits

or other docwnentation.  The  complainant will then have Zc) dsxys  to file a reply to the response.

Thereafter,  the Commision  will conduct settlt?ment  negotiations within 20 days, unless both

parties certify thar such negotiations  would be fruitless. If the settlement negotiations are not

gmcesa, wittin 30 days 0ftici.r conclusion the Commission will issue a decision based on the

mtit.5 of rhc mitten pIeadings.

II* ALTERNATIVELY, THE FCC SHOUL?  ADOPT AN AUTOMATIC  ROAMING
NON-DISCRIMINATION REQUIREMENT FOR DIGITAL SMR C-RS

j Southern believes that the facts of this matter as set Oxtb above compel the Commission

to enact an automatic roaming rule  for digital SMR. However, should the Commission feel such

o rule is inappropriate, Southem  request6 that it al lez@t  implement a specific toting  non-

discrimination requirement for digital SMR.  Toward that end, Southern would endorm  the

Commission’s suggestion in the ivpRMthat  such a nkule “could xw~uire, as a condition of license,

that caverod  providers that cntcr into roaming agreements with other such providers make  like

agreements available to similarly situated providers, where technically compatible handsets are

being usad, under non-discrlnin&ory  t;stes,  terms, and conditions.“5n

A noa-discrimination  requirement would not be 8 significant change from a reyuktory

standpint because  Section 202 of the Communications Act already prohibits discrimination

ga&Y. The principal of prohibiting discrimination has been  a fmlamental tenet of

communications law since  1934, when Section 202 was passed with tbe original version of the

50 NPRMat~21.
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Communications Acr. The courts  have emphatically endorsed the importance of prohibiting

discrimination in telecommunications, with the DC. Circuit  Court of Appeals chamctc=ridng

Scetion  202’s mandate as “flat and unqualified” and “a matter  of public interest and pr>ii~y.“~’

The FCC has also found tbti the provisioll  of roaming is subject to tic requkements of Sectinn

202."

Although, m explained in the preceding section, lhere  are rmmerous  pmctical

disadvantages  to utilizing Section 202 alone to target discriminatory roaming practices, svcral

of those disadvuntiees  would be largely precluded by a rouming-speo%c  nondiscrinnnation

rule.  For example, in must circumstances a rule should eliminate the need to file a complaint and

ga through  cumbersome  lit&&on under Section 208. At a minimum, it would provide a

definitive stand& and allow petitioners to proceed with greater certainty.

Tn fashioning a nondiscrimination requirement,  the FCC asks for comments on bow it

should Jcfu~c “similarly situ&d providers.n53 Southern submits that in the roaming contm

carriers should not be diwinguishsd  beyond identifiable  market  segments such as digital SW

cellular~  and PCS. AI1 carriers interesled  in entering roaming agreements within  these discrete

segments (i.e.,  SMR to SMR, cellular to cdlular, and PCS to PCS) are likely to benefit f+om

them aud thus enhancc  wmpetition;  it does not matter how many subscribers a carrier has, how

iage its coverage area is, how its corporate organization is structured, or what type of customer

it primarily serves. All that is importanl  is that a carrier’s equipment is technically compatible

with tht roamed-on carrier’s equipment, or can be made compatible. For example.  in the digital

51

52

53

Amwicun  Tracking  Associations v, FCl'C, 377 P.2d 121, 130 @.C. Cir. 1966}, cert.
denied, 386 U.S. 943 (1967).

NPRmt~ 15.

NPRMat7  21.
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SMR market seperit,  if a carrier  has a roanling  agreement with one  or more  other carriers, and

ahother  carrier’s technology is compatible or can be made cornpatibIe,  that carrier  should be

deerncd  sirniltirly  situated  irnd its customers allowed to roam on the system.

southern would also contend that domestic and foreign carriers should be deemed

similarly situated. It would be antithetical to the Telecommunications Act of 1996’s  goal of

increasing domestic competition for a carrier to be able to enter roaming agreements with foreign

carriers and give their customers the benefit of roaming while in the Uniled  States, but not be

required tu e&er agreements that would similarly benefit United States citizens, The need for

this  provision is evidenced by the fact that N~xtel has roaming agreements with carriers in 75

foreign eountics.54

~ Additionally, if a carl’ier  enters ir. roaming agreement with an al%liate or otherwise rekted

company, it should have to make like agreements  avtilable to other ccrriers  under non-

discriminatory rates, terms, and conditions. The need for this provision is evidenced by the fact

tb3t  Nextel has a roaming agreement  in place with  its mzrjority-ovvned  afEliatc  Nextel  Partners

but refutes to enter agreements with any other U.S.-based carriers. Without an affiliate

provision, a rron-discrimination  provision could  fail to reach such agreements md, thus, be

ineffectual.

54 As stated  on Nextd’s  web site at http://www.nextel.com/products/senricecatalog/
worldwide/ country~list.&tml.
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.- III. THJ?  MAl’JWAL ROAMING RULE SHOULD NOT BE ELIMINATED NOR
SUNSET UNLESS THE FCC ADOPTS AN AUTOMATIC ROAMING RULE FOR
DIGITAL SMR CARRIERS

In the iVPRM, tbc FCC seeks comment on ,whether  the manual roaming rule should be

eIimimt.d, and if not, whether it shouid  be su.n~et.~~ It &XI seeks comment on whether any

automatic roaming requirements it adapts should be sut~&.‘~ Soutberh  submits that the ~namal

roaming rule sllmrld hot be eIimiu~ttrc1  nor sunset unless the FCC adopls  au autumatic  roaming

rule for digital SMR,. It also contends that if the FCC adopts an automatic roaming ruIc,  it should

not set a sunset date at that time.

One of the E’Cc’s  stated reasons for possibly eliminating or sunsetting  the manual

roaming rule is that it may no longer be relevant given the current st3te of technoIogy.s7

Southern acknowledges that manual roaming is not an ideal option. Nonetheless, for customers

that dci~no-t  have access to automatic  roaming, it is better than not being able to use their phone at

all outside their carrier’s  coverage srea. As explained  above, at le& in regard to digital SMR

service, some custamcrs  do not have access to automatic roamirrg  and the only ctiers  that could

provide it to them  will not do so voluntarily. In light of those facts. unless the FCC adopts au

automatic roaming rule, it would be wrong to eliminate the manual roaming rule.

Another of the FCC’s possible  reasons  for eliminating or sunsetting the manual roaming

rule is its con~~rr~ that it may no longer be necessary given the ct.um%  state of competltian.58 In

that regard, the FCC renews the tentative conclusion it made in 1996 i.u the Third  %/ice of

sfi

56

57
58

WRMat 7131-32.

NPRM  at 7 32.

NPkh4 at Ilff 3 l-32.

NPRA4 at fi8 3 I-32.
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Proposed Rukmakhg  in CC Docket No. 94-54, the predecessor to this docket.”  That

conclusion was as foI1oWs:

We b&eve fiat OIBX  broadband  PCS providers’ buildaut  periods are complc~cd,
suE&ent  wireless capacity will  be wail-able  in the market [to preclude] either the
incentive or the ability to unreasonably deny manual  roaming to an individual
subscriber, or to uzu-ensonably  K&US~ to enter into an automatic roaming
agreement with another CMRS provider, because some other carrier in its service
area would be willing to do so. We anticipate . . . that the market for celIuIm,
broadband PCS and covered SMR servicw  will be substzantially  con>petitive
within five years after we complete the initial round of licensing broadband PCS
provider; . . . therefore . . . auy action taken concerning [manual or] automatic
roaming should sunset five years afker we award the last group uf inida1 licmcs
for currently allocated  broadband PCS ~pectnun.~

The  preceding sections of these Comments  make clear that with  regard  to SMR, the

FCC’s pdictions  complutdy  missed tbc mark. The SMR industry has consolidated, not

expanded,  leading the FCC to proclaim in the NPRM, ‘Digital  SMR remains  dominated  by one

provider, Nextel _ _ _ -1’6’ Commensurate  with Nex-tel’s  hold on the market, sufficient 800 h4IIs

capacity is not availalAr:  to preclude it from unreasonably refising  to enter manual roaming

agnzmenti.  As it staxlds,  Southern and Pacific Wireless can roglll  only with Nextel, Nextel

Pzzrln~rs,  or each other (which is of little practical benefit due their Egional coverage areas and

distance li-om  each other). Nextel’s  past conduct with Southern of refusing to enter an automatic

roaming agreement and interminably delaying a manual roaming a&reement  demonstrate its

prmnsity to refuse to enter a manual roaming agreement unless  foEed to do so by rule.

Therefore, unless the FCC adopts an automatic roaming rule, a manual roaming rule is still

necessary for digital SMR

59

60
61

NPRMat g 32.

Second R&O. I 1 FCC Red. at 9479,n 32.

NPRMaqll.
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As an additioaal  r&son for not eli.minaGrrg  or sunsetting  the manual  rour&rg rule,

Southern would reiterate lhat it has been trying to get Nextel to eater a manual roaming

agreement for approximately four yezus, Nextel  has delayed doing so with the excuse  that it is

still working out the technical problems such an agreement  would engender. Again, Southern

submits that Nextel’s position is without merit. In any event, al this We it would almost

certainly r&e to work any further toward an agreement if the FCC takes away its obligation to

do so. Thus, eliminating or sunsetting  the manual roaming rule would reward Nextel’s  delay,

something the FCC should not do. Southern also believes that it would  be arbitrary and

capricious for the FCC to msct the Manuel  roaming rule since regulatory uncertainty

encouraged delay in effecting roaming agrccmcnts.62

In terms of sunsctting  an automatic roaming rule adopted for digital SMR, Southern

believes that doing so would be a mistake. As the state of competition in tie SMR industry

curremly  muds,  Ncxtel  has an incentive to simply “pull the plug” on automatic roaming

agreen~ents  with its competitors upon tht: e~xpiration  date of a rule. To be sure, its present

conduct does nothing to alleviate that concern. Therefore,  if the FCC adopts M automatic

roaming rule, it shuulJ  not set a SUIESH date for it at this time. Southern does bolievc,  however,

that the Commission should revisit the issue  when market  conditions have  changed to the pint

where government intwventibn  may no longer be necessary.

61 For example, Nextel’s Petition for Reconsideration of the mmrual  roaming ~~&wIu&, in
which it took the position that it was not required to enter  into manual ro:oaming
agreements, was on Gle for nearIy  four years before the FCC addressed it.
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JV. NEXTJZL’S’  UNREASONABLE REFU$AL TO ENTER l-N-l-0 AUTOhlLATI[C
R0-G AGREEMENTS WlTH ITS COMPETJTORS  FtAiSES SERIOUS
CONCERNS FtECAR,IH.NG UNLAWJ?UL  MONOPOLIZATION J-N VIOLATION
OF THE SHlXRMAN  ACT

Although the Contission’s  jurisdiction dots not extend to enforcing the antitruti  laws,

Soulhem  believes  that the FCC should consider  the pro-competitive  underpinnings of the

antitrust laws in considering the issue of automatic roaming. Specifically, it should consider

N&elk dominance of the 800 and 900 h4Hz SMR spectrum  that uxables it to squash

competition in the trunked  dispatch segrrxnt  nf the SMR mark& This competitive distortion can

be remedied in part if the FCC institutes Ihe propoH  automatic roaming rufc.

The Sherman  Act63 was promulgated to protect  trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies, Specifically, Section 2 of the Sherman  Act n~akes  it unlawful for a

company to “monopolize”  or “attempt  to mon?poli7&,”  trade or COIZXLLZW.~  AS the law Ims been

interpreted, it is not ncccssarily  illegal for n company to have a monopoly. The law is only

violated when a company ties to maintain or acquire a monopoly position through  tatiies  that

either unreasonably exclude  competitors from the market or significantly impair their ability to

compete.

Undtz  certain conditions, a refusal to deal with competitors may constitute a predatory

and monopolistic act. One such instance arises when a company W obtained monopoly power

WK./ controta  an essential facility. Whca  a monopolist controls  an essential  facility, the courts

63 15 U.&C. $5 1-7 (1994).
64 15 U.&C. 8 2*
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have imposed an affbmtive  duty OR the monqmlist to rmdcc tl>t essential facility available to its

competitors if it can bc technically and feasibly accomplished.65

.

‘Iho Commission should  be guided in its consideration of the automatic  roaming rule by

one of the seminal essential facilities cases, MCI Communications Cop v. AT&T.*6 In that case,

MCI argued that AT&T improperly refused to let it interconnect with AT&T’s  nationwide

telephone network and that doing so was esser&l for MCI to compete against AT&T in the long

distance marker.  In analyzing MCI’s claim, the court considcrcd  the flowing  four elements:  (1)

control of the we&al facility by a monopolist; (2) a competitor%  inability practicaily  of

reasonably to duplicale  the essential facility; (3) denial  of the use of tbc facility to a competituq

and (4) the fatibility  of providing tbt facility.67

The Seventh Circuit, applying the essential facilities doctrine, held that AT&T’s

nationwide network could not be reasonabiy  drlplicated  by MCI. The Seventh Circuit also found

that “it was technically and economically fusible for AT&T to have provided  the requested

interconnection, and that AT&‘Ys  retirsal  to do so constituted an act of monopoIization.“ds  As a

result, the court ordered AT&T to provide the interconnection  to MCI.

As discussed below, Southern believes that N&e1 has obtained  monopoly power in the

SMR ma&e& controls the essential facility necessary for SMR operators to provide ser-vi~s  - a

65

GG

67

68

Offer Tail Power Co. Y. U.&d Stares, 410 US- 366 (1973) (upholding liability of a
wholesale supplier of electricity lhat rat%& to supply power to a power  system  that
competed with it for rctaii  customers where other power companies had no other scsume
of supply).

708 F-23 1081 (7th Cir.), eevt  denied,  464 U.S. 891 (1983).

Id at 1133.

Id at 1132.
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national network of 800 and 900 MHZ SMR spectrum  -- and refuses  to make it available TV its

competitors by denying  access to its netw~rk.s  through roaming agreements even though it is

technically f&.sible  to do so.

A. The Trunked Dispatch Market Is The Relevant Product Market For
Analyzing The Monopolization Of 800 Alrd 900 IWIz Spectrum

The relr=vant market for analyzing  the necessity of autwtic  roaming in the  antitrust

context is the tnuiked  dispatch segme~~t  of the Sh4R market. There are onIy two sets of

&quencies  available for trunked  dispatch SMR operations: 800 and 900 MI& spectrum. A total
-

of approximately 19 MHz is available for use by SIRS, 14 In t& 800 MI& baud end  5 in the

900 MHz band. While existing equipment places limi&&ons  on the interchangeability  of 800

and 900 MHz SMR spectrum,” Motorola is conducting resewoh  with regard to the development

of ar,iDEN handset that wiIl incorporate both  bands,” In any over& 800 and 900 MI& SMR

spectrum are the only bands used  to provide trunked  dispatch SMR setices,

The  availability of 800 and 900 MHz spectrum is crucial to the compelitive  viability  of

SMR providers currently  in the market  and to companies interested in entering the SMR market.

Because of tecbnulogical  constraints, SMR providers committed to a particular  technology

cannot move  fr&y ro other spectrum bands that may be available for other Ch4RS services.

Thus, for example, an SNlR provider using iDEN technoIogy  cannot incorporate  ceil&r or PCS

sptrum into irs system, even if it were  readily available, for roaming or any other  purpose.

69

70

See Specialized Mobile Radio ‘Service, Wireless Tel~comnmnications  Bureau at
http://www.fcc,gov/wtb/smrs.

The  availability of 900 MHz frequencies in suffcie~~~tiy  large  blocks will be essential to a
competitor’s ability to expand its service because thee is virmally  no more  800 MHz
spectrum available.
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In anticipati& of an argumenrregarding  the availability of 220 MHIz spe@um, SoutJxxn

would  llotc  at this time that the 220 MHz band is not a reasotlablt  alternative  to 800 xnd 900

MHZ  SMR spspcctrum.  While the Cornmissiori  has made 220 MHz spectrum available fat

development in the SMR market as a possible akrnative to 800 and 900 ML SMR spectrum,  it

has not proved to be a viable substitute. PotentiaI  users of this spectrum are already  discovering

that it subjects adjoining systems to iute&ena  and cross talk. To use it to successfillfy

compete, an SMR provider would have  to undertake a significant investment  to dweJop the

necessary infiastructurr:  to address these significant technical difBcuities  rmd  reach economies of

scale.

Additionally, no major SMR manufacturer provides equipment  compatible with 220

MHz spectrum. SEA and Tntek  Global are the onJy manticlurcrs  o&ring quipmcnt  that

supports  220 MHZ specmun. The equip+neu!  manufacrurers  who dolniaate  the 806 and 900 .

h4tJ.z SMR spectrum markets, Motorola, Kcnwuocl,  Ericsson, Unidut,  etc., are notably absent

fi-om the 220 MHz equipment market. Further.  the ftilure of the Commission to sell a substautiaJ

number of Jiccnses  in the first 220 MHz auction, and the iu~ pric&  tht Commission had to settle

for when it held a follow-up auction, demorstrata that S?vlR  providers &I not cnnsider  220 MI&

spectrum a competitively viable  alternutive.7’

Additionally. a market definition limited  to $00 and 900 h4Hz SMR speclrum  is

supported by prior Department  of Justice  and c’ommission  de&ions. In analyzing the relevxur

product market  for the ac&isition of 800 and 900 h4Hz Sh4R spectrum for use in di.spatch

services, the Department of Justice determined that the trunJced  dispatch mark& is the reIevant

71 See FCC C’mes 220 hdE& Auctions; Raises $21.6M,  Network Briefiry, Oct. 27, 1998;
FCC’S Reuaxtian  of 220 A4?.. Lic~mez  Draws to u Close,  Wir~Jcss ?‘oday, June 30,1999.
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market  for purposes  of anaty;dng &x&s acquisition of this ~psctnun.~ Likewise, the

Commjssion’s  detailed analysis of this marker  in its 1997 fi~t~~cri~fldecisiun  concluded tit for

purposes of merger  analysis, the Commissiun  shou3d  not look at the entire CMRS market but the

distinct market segment  for dispatch services within the CMRS  market-73

There simply is no competitive substitute for 800 ;md 900 MHz spectrum  once  an SMR

pmvider  has developed  its infiastmcture  to support this type of ~poctrum.  Moreover, even fbr

new entrants, for the reasons stated  above the 220 MHz band does  not provide a sufficient

ccunpclitiVi2  alternative.

B. Nextel Has Market Power JII The Relevant Market And Is Co@i.nuiag
Ta Grow Its Market Power Through Acquisition Of Both $00 MHz
And 900 MHz SpecSrum

Netid’s  network has coverage in more  than 400 cities, including 178 of the top 200

markets in the United States.74 It has over 6.1 million subseribers.75  As of June 1999, Noxtei

had launched its DEN-based services  in at least 187 B’I’As,  which contained 76% of Ihe U.S.

72

73

74

75

U . S .  v. Muturda, I n c .  umi iVextc1  Cummz#zicutio~~,  I n c . ,  CIV. A.%-2331 (TFH),
Memorandum of the 1J.S. in Opposition to Ncxtel’s Motion to Vacate  the 1995 Consent
Decree  (Feb. 2, 1999).

See in re: ApphWvzs  of Pittencriefl Cotnmernicution~,  Inc.. Tt+an@erur,  and Ne..zt~I
C;‘ommunicatiwrs,  Inc., flansfree,  .Ftir Consent IU Trsrrsfer C~nh-01 of Pittcncriefl
C0mmunicaiiuns,  he. and its Skrbsidiaties,  CWD No. W-22, MeJNwwndum  und Qpinion
and Order, 13 FCC Red.  8935,8948-5  1, DA 97-22600,  fl30-35  (1997’).

h tha Matter of Implemenratian  af Section 6002@j of the Omnibus hdpt  Rocbnciliatiun
Act of 1993; Anrwal Report and Analysti of CompetM+?  Mmket Contliiion~  with Respect
to Commercial Mobile +!hvices,  F’ourth Report*  14 FCC Red.  1014$,10176,  FCC 99-l 36
(1999) (“Fourth  Report on ihmptiti~n”);  Nextel Press Release  dated November 20,
2000 at h~;//www.corporate-ir.net/ireye/ir_site.;r  1 O&
layout=9&item_id=l34033.

As stated o n Next& web site a t  http;//www.nextel.con~o~atio~
fact-backgroundshtml.
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population.76 A Juiy 1999 Hexfind&l-Hirschmpn  1ndiec-s  (“Hl-3I”) study conducwl  by HAI

Consulting for the Alliance for Radio Competition (“ARC”) indicated that Nextel had an

approximately  90% market share of the SMR dispatch market at that time.” In conb%t,  its next

closet competitor in the trunked  dispatch segment of the Sh4R market, Southern, has

approtiuately 200,000 subscribers  using its iDEN-based  services in Alabama, Georgia, the

Florida  pa&au&,  and the southeastern third of Mississippi. Courts have  routinely held that a

market share of 70*/o or more of the relevant market constitute:  a monopoly.78

Nextelk monopoly power in the SMR market is likely to inmase. It is set to acquire

Chadmoore Wireless Group, one the few remaining  large players in the i.udutiry.7’  AccorJi  to

industry reports, Chadmoore  holds nearly five thousand 800 MHz SMR licenses covering SS

lnillion  POPS in 180 markets throughout the United  States.8o  Additionally, Nextei hw a request

pending with  0~ FCC for approval of the assignment of iifty-nine  900 MHZ lice~~~ss  from

Motorola and its subsidiaries.*’ The  consolidation of the market does not end there.

16

78

Fourth  Reporf  on Compeiition,  14 FCC Red.  at 10171.

79

80

81

In &he MLZCTW  of Geocek Communications, Inc. Se& FCC Cowv?nZ  tu Assign 900 A&&
Sm Licenses, DA 99-1027, Exhibits to the Alliance for Radio Competition’s Response
to the Opposition of Nextel  Communications, Inc. to P&t.ions to Deny, p. 12.

See United States v. ~5.1 du Pont de Ncmours  & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 399 (1956) (market
share of 75% constitutes monopoly power); Morge&e?n  V. IV&orz, 29 Y.3d 1291, 12%
n,3 (MI Cir, 1994) ( 80% market share su%ient).

Nextel  Acquires Chudmoure,  Mobile Radio Technology,  Oct. 2000; IVe%teZ!q Wmm
Handshake; S’itur  Makes C@ir Chadmoore  Canriot  Icefiw, Wireless Week,  Aug. 28,
2000 3t 1.

Id

Motorolu,  Inc. and Nextei  CommunicariorLc,  Inc. Seek Cwsent  to Assign 900 MHz S.
Licenses, Public Notice, DA 00-2352 (Oct. 19,200O).
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In the Aug& 2000 ituction  for 800 MHz General  Category and Upper Band Sh4R

licenses (Auction No, 34), Mextcl WBS  awarded 800 of the 1,053 licenses offied.R2 Additionally,

$1 the November  ZOO0 ~~uction  for 800 MHz Lower 80 SMR licenses  (Auction No. 36),  it was the

succC&ul  bjdder  on 2,579 of the 2,ROD licenses offere4i.83 Nextel’s  success in these auctions is

direclly  related to its domimnce in the major rn~lo%. It has amassed a vast number of800 MHz

licenses Lhrrzughout  the country. Because it controls so my of the undcrlytig  licenses, it is able

lo dominate  the 800 MHz “overlay” auctions, Ridders without an existing foothold in the 800

Ml-L hslnd  simply cannot bid on an cquaf.  basis with Nex-tel.
-

With its .natianal spxtrum holdings at the 8OU MHZ  and 900 MHZ level, Nextel has near

complete  control  over the 800 and 900 MHz spectrum that is required  by Southern, Pacific

Wireless, Mobex,  and any polential  new  entrant to the market. This spectrum  is essential for

Southern and other SMR providers to prwide  t&r services and develop new  product Enes.

In essence, bccixusl:  Nextel  dominates &e &OU and 900 MHZ spectrum in the Sh4R

market, it controls the national network necessary  to maintain a competitive SMR ma&et and

has the ability to raise prices and exclude competitors and potential new entrants fhxn tbc

marlcct. The record is abundantly clear that it has strategic dominance in the SIvIR marke!  by

virtue of its acquisition of so much Qf the 800 and 900 MHz SMR s~~~trurn. As noted above, tht:

July 1999 HHI study conducted by HAX Consulting indicated that it had an approximately 190%
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market share ofti FMR dispatch rnarkeleM As noted by ARC, six locales  were studied and rhe

l-&II indicated market  dominance by Nextel in every one,85  This dominance in the trunked

dispatch segment of the SMR market  not only provides  Nextel  with a nationwide  network, but

also significantly hiuders  its competitors by limiting them to small geographic areas.

c. Southern LINC’s Interest In The SMR Market

As discussed above, Southern is the second largest trunked  dispatch provider and

operates  an advanced digital communications system that, like  NexteI,  uses iDEN technology. In

- areas where Southern and Next& trunked  disptch  services overlap, the two compete

vigorously.  HOWWX,  competition  in the overlapping market (i.e., the  Southeastern U.S.) is

reduced  becauac  of Next& ability to promors  tht only available nationwide network capable of

supporting 800 and 900 MHz spectrum.

D, A Nntionwidc  $00 MHz And 900 MHz Footprint Is The EsscntizI
Facility Needed By SMR Providers To Compete Jn The SMR Market

‘The facility in question - Nextel’s  nadonwide  network of 800 and 900 MHz SMR

spectrum - meets the criteria of an essctdal  facility in that it is necessary  to be a meaningful

competitor in local  market areas and Nextel’s  competitors cannot technically duplicate the

network on their own.

NexteI’s  nationwide network is clearly an essential  facility. Southcm  and other SMR

providers riced access to it to mean.ingfuIly  compete agizinst  Nextel;  they must be able to offer

customers  the abiliv to use their equipment when they travel outside their carriers’ service

84

85

Br ihe Mutter uf Geotek  CommunScatiom,  Inc. Seeks FCC Ccwwmt  lo Assign  900 MHz
SMR Licmses,  DA 99-1027, Exhibits to the Alliance  for Kadi~ CompGtion’s  Resporw
to the Opposition of Nextel Communications, Inc. to Petitions to Deny, p. 12.

In lhe Mtatter  of Gtwtsk  Comnnmicarionr,  Inc. Se&s FCC Consent  ‘to Assign 900 MHZ
SUR License.v,  DA 99-l 027, AFX! Petition to Deny, q 17 (June 28, 1999).
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territories. Without’  automatic  roaming capacity, SMR providers are inhibited in competing

within their existing  geographic markets.

Nextel’s  national network of 8UO and 900 MHz Sh4R spectrum cannot be duplicated. It

has effe&ivcly  obtained almost all of the .specirum  available  fur SMR. There  simply is not

enough available  spectrum to recreate its network.8h EIowevw,  automatic roaming agreements

are zur  available proxy for duplicating Ne~@s  facilities. Without access to its network drougb

roaming  awnrents,  it will be very diflicult  for SMR providers  to eompett with  Next&

E. Nextel’s  Refusal To Roam With Its Cobnpctitors  XY Indicative Of An
Attempt Tu Monopolize The SMIZ  Market

Under the antitnrst  laws, when a monopolist refes~ to deal  with its competitors and

co11trols  a facility that is essential for those competitors to compete, it is required  to make the

essential facility available to its competitors. Nextel by far has amassed  more 800 and 900 h4Hz

spectrum than any of its competitors and has used that spectrum to mate a nationwide network.

It l%ws competition in only a few regional  markets, including against Southern in the

Southeast~  United Stales.  However, Nextcl  is using its nationwide network to the detriment of

iti regional competitcrs  (and potential new entrants) by refusing to enter into roaming

agreements. By its actions, Next4 is attempting to maintain and expand its dominance in the

trunked  dispatch mark&.

86 It has been suggested that mobile systems can be developed to provide dispatch $etvices
on 220 MHz spectnva as a r;uhstitute  for SO0 and 900 MHZ SMR spectrum.  As
previously discussed, this  is not a workable solution. The experience of users of 225
MHz spectrum demonstrates it is neither technically nor economicelIy  feasible  for an
SMR provider to attempt to duplicate Ne~tcl’s  nationwide network using 220 MHz
splxmun.
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It is cleatly  feasible for Nextei  to permit at least Southern to roam on its network. As

discussed in a preceding section of these Comments, there ape no legitimate business or technical

rc-ens for it to avoid entering an automatic roaming agreement with Southern, and that is

probably alsu true of o&r digital SMR pruvidets.  Technical solulions  permit roaming bm

iDEN sy%ms; in fact, Ncxtel  initiated H global effort  to esbblish roaming with virtually every

iT)EN e&cr in the world (both afftliatcd and non-affiliated) wilh  tht ~t~ption  of Southern. It

is counterintuitive  for a profit-seeking  SMR protider  to turn away the revenues tbat would be

generated by a roaming agreement  unless that provider’s motives are predatory. Here, Nextal  is

simply taking advantage of its monopoly to unremmbly  constrain its ex.isliag  and potential

competitors from offering competitive roaming services.

In sum, Southern firmly bdieves that Ncxtel  has monopoly power in the trunke:J  dispatch

market, that it dominates and controls the essential facility necessary  to meaTlingfullly  compete  in

this msrket - a national network  of 800 and 900 MHz SMR spectrum -- and is expanding and

maintaining its monopoly power in a numner  that raises serious conoorns  regarding the antitrust

laws.
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WHEREFORE, TlRE  PREMISES CONSIDERED, Southern  LI-NC resp.wfuily

rquests the Commission to act in the public interest in accordance with the pmposa.Is  set forth

- Chrisbne  M. Gill
John R. Delmore
McDermo&  Will  & Emery
600 13* Street, N-W.
wadlington, Ix. 20005
202-756-8000

Michael  D. Rosenthal
Director of Regulatory Affairs
southern  LZNC
5555 Glenridgc  Connector, Suite 500
Atlanta, Georgia  30342
678-443-154  1

AWmys for Southem  LINC

Dated:  Jmu3ry 5,200l
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Harrhn County Schod District

5555 OLcnGd~e CCHIQCC~W,  Suite 5OQ
Athnta,  CIA 30328

Dear Mr. Dawson:

As a school ditict we WC t.hc So&em LtNC aystcm  for alf af CHg radio snd celIuJar  scrvica  for the
schosrls  and the key pecsmnel, It is a grx4 disadwntage  fw us to lose contaor  with tk ditict when
WC tnwd to the J&zxm B~CB.
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*
CER~WK’ATE OF SERMCE

1, GlCb+d  Snlith, do hereby ce&y that on this Sth day of knuary,  2001, B single copy
(UX&SS otlmwise  noted) of the foregoing  “Comments of Southern LTNC”  was tid-delivered  to
the following!

Ma&e R. Salas, Esquire, Swre~ Mr. Thomas J. Sugue, Bur;eau Chief
(ORIGINAL PLUS 4 COPES) Wireless  Telecommunications  Bureau
Federal Communications Commission Federal Communications Commission
445 12rh Street, S. W., Room l-W-A325 445 12& Street, SW., Room 3-C207
W&ington,  D.C. 20554 Washirigtoq  D.C. 20554

William E. Kennard,  Chairman
Federal Communications Commission
445 12” Street,  S-W., S* Floor
Washington, D.C, 20554

Michael PuwelI,  Commisuioncr
Fedd Communicaticlns  Cornmivsion
445 12Lh Street, s-w., s* Floor
Wa&ington,  DC. 20554

Harold Furchtgott-Roth, Commissioner
Federal Communicirtions  Commission
445 12” Street, SW., Sti Floor
Washington, DC. 20554

Gloria Tristani,  Commissioner
Pedcral  Conmwnications  Commission
445 12* E&e&  SW., 8* Floor
Woshiion, DC 20554

Paul Murray
W&less  Ttlecommtications  Dureau
Federal Commllunications  Commission
445 12”’  Street, S. W., Rcwm  4-A.267
Washington\  DC 2OS54

William W. KunZC
chief, Cllf~~n~rcial~ Wireless Division .
Wireless  Telecommunications Bu.rwu
Federal Communications  Commission
445 1 2m Street, S.W., Room 4-A267
Washington, DC. 20554

ITS
445 l?? Str&, s-w.
Room CY-B402

Susan NGSS, commissioner
Federal Communic&ions  Commission
445 lZti  Street, S.W.,  g* Floor
Washing-ton, D,C. 20554


